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INDIyIDUALIZING BILINGUAL BICULTURAL INSTRUCTION

I. INTRODUCTION

During the school year of 1970-71 a bilingual, bicultural

ogram has been carried out in six second grade classrooms in

three schools in Phoenix, Ar ona. The major objective of this

program has been to develop and implement a group process

approach to bilingual education.

II. RATIONALE

The rationale for such an approach to bilingual education

is basically derived from observations nd studies of natural

language acquisition. An imitation-reinforcement theory of

language learning (Mowrer, 1960; Skinner, 1957) provides a

theoretical base for this approach and suggests techniques and

procedures f teaching a second languag to young children.

This theoretical model has been used to devel p a bilingual-

bicultural program aimed at simulating the conditions of

natural language acquisition in the classroom and with the major

overall goal of facilitating program children's language develop-

ment in both Spanish and English. Language is considered so

important not only in itself but because of the close relation-

ship between language and cognitive develop ent. Jerome Bruner

(1964) has suggested that langua e is a most important determinant

in concept formation and that "...language pro ides a means,

not only for representing experience, but also for transfor ing



R ssin ature has shown this same emphasis on
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language- 'Por eample, Luria and Yndovich (1959, p. 12) suggest

that "...a ang'age sYstem involves a reorganization

child's be

(1961)

ic rPental Processes..

all the

Vygotsky (1962) and Luria

cibe 1.anguage as a second signal system and suggest

that the inte Pallzed lIngu

forms direct $
rience.

A youn ep d normally learns his native language with

little cilffl lty he hears language spoken (modeled) in the

context Of daily activities and as he is positively rein-

forced f017 \,00011-zation which approximate the adult speech

_tic system both shapes and trans-

patterns 0j the model. It is, therefore, highly probable

that childra f tO111 different language backgrounds, if exposed

to one lanaa guage in an e vironment which encourages andher's

reinforces t3007 languages equally, will learn the second language

naturally atid eas1A_y.

H01,1aVek, 0 elassr°0m environment must be designed which

will reprodklee as closely as possible the optimal co ditions

of natutAl Ian uage acqlaisition.

that both gQ be given equal importance and value. If one_g0

language, ft31. e%anplelgliSF1, is obviously given more signifi-

cance, the h speaking Child Will be hesitant to use hie

Fi st it is absolutely essential

languag

EnglishOPaqki0-

Homogen

feel that his language is inferior. Also, the

Qhild will nor_ be motivated to learn Spanish.

grouPIng which children are separated the

basis of lagtloge backgt ound and skills must be carefully

avoided gKlually important is the provis on of situations,

activitias qnd c°111munication patterns which maximize the

children's p orttznitie for langu age expression and for hearingPp



oral language. Finally, both languages must be modeled in the

context of classioom and playground activities and the child's

verbalizations in either language must be positively reinforced.

Posi ive reinforcement may take the form of social approval by

adults and peers or may ari e from mare natural reinforcing

consequences such as questions being answered, requests granted,

materials provided, gratifying peer relationships maintained,

et cetera. From these assumptions, and utilizing the imitation-

reinforcement theoretical base, a bilingual-bicultural program

was developed.

III. THE GROUP PROCESS APPROACH

A small heterogeneous group approach to classroom instruction

was chosen because it seemed to offer the greatest potentiali-

ties for environmental and psychological facilitation of language

learning via the natural method. There were several reasons

for structuring the classroom environment in this manner.

1. In small groups (no more than 5 or 6) children are

provided with many more opportunities to uactie_e_spjak_ing.

Obviously leatiing a language requires that that language be

practiced intensively. The small group approach provides a

behavioral setting which tends to stimulate and maximize speech.

2. There are more f equent opportunities for 2.9_er teachla&

and_m_odeling. Spanish speaking children are mixed T.7ith Euglish

speaking and the children encouraged to teach and learn f

one a other. The situation increases the availability of

language models for both languages.

3 . Children are more motivated to use language in the

OM
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small groups in order to initiate and maintain social and

academic interactions.

4. Small group activities can more readily be designed

to stimulate increasin 1 com lex verbal resrnnses from all

of the children. In large group activities the teacher and a

few children may do most of the talking.

5. Manipulatory activities with concrete materials can

be provided much more easily and frequently in the s all group

situation. Cognitive is fostered by encouraging and

reinforcing children for verbalizing about their activities and

by teaching them important classification, categorization

and problem solving skills in relation to the materials.

6. Small group instruction can be used to pro ote the

development of socialization skills such as cooperation, leader-

ship, planning, information-see' ing and leadership. These are

all skills whose execution requires language and which serve

to increase children competiiz in both social and academic

functioning.

7. The heterogeneity of the groups and the encouragement

of children helping and learning from one another increase the

positive feelin_gs children have about one Pnother ac.d about

themselves. Feelings of failure are avoided and the social and

intellectual stratification which result from homogeneous gr uping

do not occur.

IV. GENERAL PROCEDURES

A task ana1ysi9 of the group process approach revealed

needed changes in several co Po ents of the existing educational

system. The training program for the project staff was developed
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from tnis analysis and was designed to implement the desired

changes Although all of these system components are closely

interrelated and even interdependent they will be discussed

separately for purposes of clarificati-

A. CHANGES IN CLASSROOM PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT AND LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

The stro g effect of environmental stimulus conditions

or behavioral settings on human behavior is well known to

educators and ..,?sychologists, but the knowledge is often not

utilized in actual classroom practice. If a group process

approach is to functi n successfully the environment must be

patterned and structured appropriately. The en-ironmental

arrangements are therefore focused on establishing behavioral

settings which maximize language opportunities - both Spanish

and English.

Group size is one environmental variable which logically

exerts an effect on language behavior. The increased opportuni-

ties for speech in the small group situation are obvious. Thus,

the first step in establishing an optimal room environment is to

provide furnitu e arrangements which will accommod te small groups

of four to six children at a time. Tables a ranged with movable

chairs are ideal, but individual desks and chairs can be

clustered if necessary.

Learning Centers which provide a wide variety of ac ivities

and materials and arranged for use by only 5 or 6 children at

a time provide behavioral settings which encourage individual

contacts between peers and between children and adults. Wetzel

(1968) described how important varied activities are in ensuring



that skills learned in one situation will generalize to other

situations. He pointed out that teaching the same skills in a

variety of settings will encourage this generalization process.

Learning Centers can be developed around curriculum areas such

as Reading, Math, and Science or can be organized more in terms

of specific current projects and interests. The activities in

the centers are changed frequently as soon as all children have

had a chance to participate. The small group activities

motivate and encourage language and social interaction and permit

more language practice than does the traditional classroom

environment. A more complete description of the transforma ion

of the room environment and the use of Learning Centers will

be provided in a separate manual which is presently being developed ,

for use by teachers. Small group activities appropriate for the

Math Center and for the Science Center are also described in

separate manuals and are enclosed with this report.

Materials must be readily available to the children as the

groups often operate independently and should not have to wait

for the teacher to pass them out. A large variety of manipulatory

materials is ne essary since categorization and classification

experiences are emphasized.

The importance placed on language is further evidenced

by the abundant display in the classroom of children's written

language. These may be stories the children have written

themselves in either Spanish or English or they may be dictated

by the children and written down or typed by an adult. Books

written by the children can be compiled from these individual

stories.

The physical environment wilj also demonstrate in a variety
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of ways the importance of the Spanish language and culture.

Specific methods for accomplishing this objective have been

evaluated during this project and the description of these is

in the process of further refinement.

B. CHANGES IN CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR

The "informal" or "open" classrooms which have received

so much public attention recently (Silberman, 1970) are begi ning

to emerge as a reaction to the "oppressive" "gri " and "joyless"

classrooms described hy Silberman as so prevalent in U.S.

education. The revitalized atmosphere in these classrooms is

impressive, but in some cases intellectual standards seem to

have been abandoned in an over emphasis on individuality. If

children are to develop optimally in more open, informal class-

rooms which have been organized around the group process approach,

they n-ed to learn certain skills not usually specifically taught

in schools. Skills such as cooperation, leadership, information

seeking, self-selection, planning and group participation are

diffi ult to acquire in the traditional educational system.

Perhaps they are n t even needed in such a system, since the

authoritarian, teacher-dominated classroom environment places

few demands on children for the exercise of such skills. However,

in the group process approach a much higher level of child

effectiveness is required. When the emphasis upon the accumula-

tion of information is subsidary to the development of more

basic cognitive processes, the educational system must begin

to move in the direction of facilitating and teaching new

behaviors to children and must provide multiple opportunities

for children to practice these new behaviors.
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Small group organization will not automatically ensure

that group members will function effectively. However, this

approach does create a more optimal environment for teaching the

behaviors which will improve both group functioning and indivi-

dual skill development. In this project recognition of this need

for change in children's behavior moving them toward more auto-

nomous functioning led to the design and development of a "Group

Participation and Leadership Training Manual" for teachers. This

manual, which now is in the process of further refinement, was

used in several project classrooms to teach children very specific

skills demanded by the small group situations. Interpersonal

skills and group process skills were emphasized in these lessons

and children engaged in guided practice of the behaviors th y

were to use in the small group settings.

The teachers and aides who used this manual were extremely

enthusiastic about the effects on children's behavior and re-

ported that the groups functioned much more effectively following

this training. Project staff now feel that this type of training

should be given to the children prior to initiating the group

process approach in a classroom. Skills which children need

for the full development of human effectiveness, skills such as

creativity, leadership, independenco, helping and respecting

others, curiosity, decision making can all be fostered in the

group process approach. Our experience in defining some of

these skills in behavioral terms and then proceeding to teach

the skills directly has been most successful.

C. CHANGES IN TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Probably the single most important component of the group

2
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process approach is the teacher, it is her skills and dedication

whi h will determine its' success or failure. When the teaAler

relinquishes her role as an imnarter of knowledge and begins

view the 1 arning process as something beyond the mere accumula-

tion of information, she must establish a new a d more challenging

role for herself. The environmental changes described earlier

cannot be accomplished except by the efforts and skills of the

professional teacher. This teacher must design, organize and

manage an environ ent or "developmental milieu" which will

facilitare learning. The importance of this environment or

milieu is well described by Bruner (1964) "What is significant

about the growth of the mind in the child to what degree

depends not upon capacity but upon the unlocking of capacity by

techniques that come from exposure to the specialized environ-

ment of a culture." The challenge to the teacher in a bicultural

classroom is then to create two such specialized classroom

environments, in this inst-nce representing both the Spanish and

the English cultures.

The training program for the teachers and aides in this

project had, ther fore, a central focus evolving f om this

knowledge concerning the significant effects of environmental

events upon behavior. The creation of a learning environment

which offers positive experiences for children was considered

essential to this program. In order to provide this positive

milieu the teachers needed to develop skill in providing positive

consequences for children's academic and social behaviors. The

teachers needed to understand the child's cur-ent level of skill

development and work from that level using positive reinforcement
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to increase that skill level whether academ c or social. No

child should "fail": a failure, represents a failure of the

educational system. The cummulative damaging effects of fear

of failure, punishment, and shame upon a child's psychological

development must be understood. This understanding is even more

crucial in the case of a child from a minority group or economi-

cally deprived background who may arrive at school with a back-

ground dissimilar to the dominant middle-class culture. Providing

daily, frequent, successful learning experiences for every child

should thus be the tacher's major objective, and the skills to

do this should be the focus of a training program.

The skills needed to enable the teacher to create this

positive learning environment were analyzed as follows:

(1) Skills in organizing the physical environment to

facilitate small group instruction.

(2) Skills in organizing materials into learning centers.

(3) Skills in pro iding small group and individualized

activities based on specific objectives and skill levels

of the children.

(4) Skills in modeling language, both Spansih and English,

and extending and elaborating the children's language,

both Spanish and English.

(5) Skills In using positive reinforcement techniques to

improve children's academic and social functioning.

(6) A knowledge of the Mexian-American culture and the

skills to imple ent and extend this culture in the

classroom setting.



(7) Skills :in iizing small group activities so that

11

peer teaching occurs.

(8) Skills in identifying _1-1d teaching socialization skills

such as cooperation, leadership, task persistence,

self-management, information seeking and group partici-

pation.

The training program was organized to promote the develop-

ment of these skills.

V SUMMARY OF TRAINING PROCEDURES

The model of training which evolved durng this project

relied heavily upon the use of the site coordinator as a trainer

of the classroom instructional personnel. Program objectives

were defined in terms of specific skills needed by teachers

and aides and then the coordinators were trainnd both in these

skills and in methods of training others in the skills. The

training is then taken directly into the classroom by the site

coordinator. The diagram on the following page describes this

procedure mere clearly. One well trained site coordinator could

probably work effectively in this training role with six

teache
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A. ROLE AND TRAINING OF SITE C0ORDINATQR

The site coordinators were, in their role as trainers,

provided with more intensive training than were the teachers and

aides. Their training was acomplished through special workshops,

training meetings, demonstrations and discussions with project

aff and consultants.

The methods used by the site coordinators to train the teachers

and aides were the following:

(1) Infor_al_Neet_inss

In these meetings the site coordinator offered new

materials and activities, explained and clarified

instructional and management techniques, planned with

the teachers and aides on ways to implement program

objectives and discussed data from the various behavioral

observation schedules. These meetings were also used to

encourage and reinforce the teachers in their partici-

pation in m eting program objectives. In some sites

the principal was also involved.

(2) Mode.l_in a d De o strations b t e Site Cootdinator in

the Cl_ s oom

This t aining technique is probably one of the most

effective, since a common coMplaint about workshops,

seminars and lectures is that participants are unable

to perceive the relationship between the content of these

activities and classroom practice. Using this technique

the site coordinator actually goes into the classroom

and demonstrates for the teacher and aide the ways in

which the training can be applied in the classroom

setting.
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These demonstrations have been conducted in the

project in several ways. The site coordinator has acted

as the teacher of a particular classroom activity

demonstrating specific skills with the teacher and aide

observing. Also, and perhaps more effectively, two

site coordinators have taken over an entire classroom

for a day or two one acting as teacher and one as aide

while the regular teachers and aides observe. They

demonstrate such activities as teacher-aide planning;

arrangement of the classroom into learning centers;

small, heterogeneous group activities; and group

evaluation.

Particularly valuable have been the bilingual-

bicultural activities demonstrated 1.11 the classrooms by

the coordinators. The coordinators were able to help

incorporate the Spanish language into the classroom and

demonstrate activities which made Spanish important in

the classroom. These procedures will be described more

fully in a later section of the report.

Following classroom demonstrations, the site

coordinator planned with teachers and aides for future

activities to extend and reinforce those which had been

modelea. Teachers and aides were asked to practice the

techniques which had been demonstrated and to evaluate

their effectiveness.

(3) Vldeo-Ta.e Ob e vati-ns and ETalua.on

The video tapes which were obtained regularly in

project classrooms were also used i- the training program.

The site coordinators met with the teach and aides to
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review the tapes and evaluate their own effectiveness in

terms of meeting project_ goals. A Self-Evaluation Form

was developed and used for this purpose. The coordinators

all reported difficulty in finding time to view and evaluate

tapes and a lack of interest by the teachers in this

process.

(4) Monthl Evalua i ns

A Checklist for Bilingual, Bicultural Classrooms was

developed and used once a month to evaluate the teacher

progress in meeting the project obje- ives. The site

coordinator and the teacher met together to discuss and

complete the checklist. The procedure served as a

regular reminder of project goals and provided an oppor-

tunity f r the site coordinator to clarify goals for

the teacher. The time was also often used to discuss

techniques for implementing the goals into the classroom.

The coordinators reported an initial lack of i terest in

this procedure bv the teachers but all felt that it

helped teachers in meeting project objectives.

(5) Assistin Wi h Othe Servi e T ainin

As their training progressed the site co rdinators

began to aSSist the training staff and project ad inistre-

to s in planning and developing the in-service training

program for teachers and aides. They assi ted in planning

and conducting several aide workshops.

(6) P oblems

Difficulties were encountered in some sites due

partially LO misunderstanding regarding the role of the

site coordinator. An attempt to utilize the site
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coordinator as a third teacher was an in'tial response

in some instances. However, this problem w s r-solved

once the role became more clearly understood and

established. Other difficulties ar se due to a lack

harmony oetween project objectives and school administra-

tive or curriculum objectives. These difficulties were

never fully overcome in one site.

S _WORKSHOPS AND SPECIAL TRAINING FQ TEACHERS AND AIDES

In addition to the site coordinator workshops the training

staff and consultants presented six total project workshops and

four teacher aide workshops. These workshops were oll planned to

promote the development of the specific skills needed to mple-

ment the project objectives. These skills were listed earlier

in part IV-C. Those workshops which were judged most useful are

described in separate manuals.

A project consultant conducted a traini g program in

behavioral Leaching techniques utilizing video tape feedback.

This was judged quite successful by the teachers who volunteered

to participate. Resultant changes in teacher's reinforcement

practices in the classroom are reported ia a later section.

VI. SUMMARY OF RESEAR H PROCEDUR S

A. ADMIiIISTRATION OF TESTS AND UESTIONNAIRES

(I) The Artola-S art S a .sh-E lish Vocabulary Test,

developed by Mrs. Adela Artola Stewart, Project

Training Coordinator, mea ures basic vocabulary in

Spanish and English. A vocabulary production score for

both Spanish and English assesses the individual's

relative proficiency in both languages. This test was

20
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administered (rn a pre and post basis to the children in

the pr lect and to a group of control children at each

site.

The_Peab24 Picture VocatLy jes_t, a measure of

English vocabulary comprehension was also administered

to program and control children at the beginning and

end of the school year.

The Bpehm Test of Basic_Concept_s, which measures

the level of mastery of concepts _onsidered necessar:

for achievement in the first years of school, was

administered only to program children at the beginning

of the school year. It was not administered at the end

of the year because of the high scores achieved on first

administration.

(4) Parent Qestionnaire

In an effo to determine the attitudes and desires

f parents in the local community concerning their

children's education a Parent Questionnaire was

developed. This que tionnaire was mainly concerned to

discover parents' attitudes about the teaching of

Spanish, and the incorporation of multicultural

activities into the classroom and also to determine the

extent to which the children heard Spanish at home. The

interview was conducted in the homes of a representative

sample of project children (the sample included Mexican

American, Black and Anglo families) by a bilingual

interviewer.

(5) Lari.B.RARAmR11.12a

In several project classrooms the site coordinators

2 1
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obtained children's language samples early and late in

the school year. Comparisons between these two samples

will yield information about language development.

Results from the use of all of the above measuring

instruments are summarized in Part VIII of this report.

B. BEHAVIORAL OBSERVATION SCHEDULES

One of the objectives of the research program was to develop

instruments for measuring changes in child and teacher behaviors

and in classroom envi ient. A precise measurement of such

changes should prove useful in evaluating program effectiveness.

Eleven behavioral observation schedules were developed by project

personnel. Most of these were fully described in the mid-year

progress report. S me of these schedules were found much more

useful than others. More detailed descriptions of these schedules

a d their uses may be found in a separate manual accompanying

this report. Data from the use of the schedules is summarized

in the Results Section. A brief description of each schedule

follows:

(1) Teacher Reinforcemant Practices Schedule

This schedule was used to measure both teachers'

and aides' use of co tingent verbal praise in the

classroom.

Aide Activity Schedule

This instrument was used to determine the percentage

of time which the aide spent in several major categories

f activities. Of most concern was the amount of time

she spent Interacting with children compared to all

other acti ities.
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_p_Apish Usa,e Schedule

This instrument was used to record the freduenc

f children's use of Spanish in the classroom and on the

playground.

(4) Small Grou. Açtivit Schedule

This schedule me- :ed the freeueucy of small g oup

acti ities in the classroom and whether or not child

leaders were used in the small gro ps.

(5) Classroom Checkli-

The checklist was devised for the purpose of

describing the classroom physical environment and

instructional organization.

(6) Daily Erents

This schedule was used to summarize on a daily

basis a variety of classroom events, including free

choice behavior, small group activities and Spanish usage.

(7) Social Interaction Schedule

This schedule measures social behavior for individual

children. Proximity to and social teraction wIth

both adults and children are recorded.

(8) Sueston Askin Behavior Schedule

This schedule was used to record the frequency of

children's question asking behavior in several different

stimulus conditions.

(9) Task Per i tence and Di TU tive Behavior Schedu

This form was used to record the frequency of

disruptive and "on task" behavior of individual children.
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0 Lead.erShi_p Checkl st and Leadershij Activity Schudule

Theso two sched u les record sev v ral 1-adorship and

group participat n behaviors in the small group .ttin

EVALUATION OF TRAT_NING

ch workshop trainees were asked to evaluate the work-

shop in terms of its eff ctiveless in heipLn ther to achieve

cject oh jectives. Also, the site coordInators coi.ileved

sti nnaire evaluati g the rail training program. A summary

ot. the results of these evaluations is included in Sec ion Viii

of this rep

D. SELF-EVALLJATION

(1) Checklist for Bilingual Cjassroons

This checklist was completed on a lionthlv basis by

teachers and site coordinators to evaluate progress

toward the program obj Data from this checklist

are summarized in Section VIII.

(2) Self-EvaluationForni far Teachers and Aides

This form was devised for self-evaluation a

specific 1esson, video-tape sequence, or a full days

teaching. It was not used on a regular basis, but was

available to be used whenever program personnel desired.

This form was used very infrequently, however, and proved

to be little value to the project_ P rhaps,

regularly scheduled time to use the form might have made

it More useful.

2 4
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VII. BILINGUAL BICULTURAL ACTIVITI

A. OBJECT-IVES AND AIMS OF SPANISH PROGRAM

(3)

(5)

To develop Spanish language skills of non-S Anish
speaking children.

To reinforce the Spanish skills of native speakers.

To promote standard zation of Spanish native speakers.

To promote interest in the Spanish language in all
students.

To develop awareness of the -..exican culture and
neritage in all students through events.

(6) To develop self-im ge through pride of languag and
cultural heritage.

(7) To awaken cross-cul ural understanding in the children
and in the teaching staff.

The objectives described above agree ith those of the

Bilingual Education Act (Tttle VII) of 1965 effective July 1. 1968

and administered by the United States Office of Education. The

funding was available for programs in bilingual and bicultural

education, having as the primary quest the demon tration of ways

education programs might be improved by the use of bilingual,

bicultural techniques. Instruction was not to be limited to

Spanish. A curriculum was Co be devised to meet; cultural and

language requ rements. Hopefully, the thrust would be development

of methods of creating a more positive self-concept in the

bilingual child.

This program was directed toward a group process approach

to bilingual education, but encountered many difficulties in

accomplishing the goals. The sub-contractors were told at the

beginning of the year that the teachibg of Spanish could not

interfere with the schools' daily curricula.
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B SPANISH CENTERS

Spanish Centers were initiated beginning in February, 1971,

at one of the sites and somewhat later in the other two. The

Training Coordinator meu with the three Site Coordinators to

start Spanish Centers in each classroom. The children spent

approximately twenty minutes a day in the Spanish centers after

their establishment.

None of the teachers were Spanish speaking and it was

necessary to assess the language skills of the aides to best plan

their contribution to the centers. Two aides were fluent, two

somewhat fluent and the remaining two had limited skill in

conversational Spanish. This lack required structuring of lessons

and training of aides as well as developing specific materials

for each lesson in order to achieve a modicum of the bilingual

and bicultural oiojectives.

The results of the Artola-Stewart Spanish-English Vocabulary

Test showed that the children's level of verbal competence in

Spanish was, on the average, very low. (See Research Report) These

results dictated lesson development to introduce minimum vocabulary.

Basic kernel sentences were Introduced to pro ote verbalization

in full sentences whenever possible. The fast approaching end of

the school year made the results predictably limited.

The Spanish centers were established around small, hetero-

geneous groups of no more than six children. Sequenced lesson

plans were developed so that the aides could model the target

vocabulary which could be taken over by one of the children

m deling the teacher's role. This plan, on a sufficiently long-

term basis, could have promoted three positive consequences:

a) the child's feeling of reward for leadership and la guage

2o
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skills b) the aide would be free to float and c) the rein-

forcement of parLicpation skills in self-directed gro p activ ties.

1-_,Q,sson kits, six in all for the short existence of the

-nish centers, were developed to cover activities for one

week. The target vocabulary was related to classroom environment

and was introduced with objects and vocabularv

ment

rds. Reinforce-

f target vocabulary was accomplished by related activitie

snch as games, bingos, etc. At the end of the we k the children

listen d to a narrated lesson on audio tape for use with he dsets

which included the target vocabualry and introduced salutations

and farewell expressions. Some games to be used for assessment

purp ses were also included in the weekly lesson kits. A manual

with the sequenced lessons and the skills to be developed wa,

prepared covering the content of each lesson, a description of the

daily basic activity, its possible extension and the contents

irt each of the audio tapes.

Kits for each classroom were prepared by the Training

Coordinator at the University of Arizona, College of Education,

and were taken to each site by her. Methods of introducing new

vocabulary, the sequence of the different activities and directions

for the ga es and assessment activities were detailed to each

Site Coordinator. Oral language teaching techniques were also

reviewed. The Site Coordinator trained each aide and planned the

methods of implementation to suit the needs of each particular

classroom. Slx lesson kits were presented, the .seventh

lesson was video-taped. The results of the Boehm Basic Concept

Test, administered to all program children, revealed that a great

number of them had missed four concepts: left, pair, center and

medium-sized. The video tape shown in five cl ssrooms, had as its
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main objective the teaching of these concepts using vocabulary

previously introduced in the lessons. The main character was

a clown who introduced the concepts to a little girl who provided

a ch-racter with whom the children could relate. The procedure

u ed was to present each of the concepts with concrete objects

followed up with more abstract representations. At the end of

the film the clown invited the children to answer some questions

by pointing to the mon tor. The video tape was produced with

two sound tracks, one English and one Spanish. The children

showed remarkably constructive responses. An evaluation form

was prepared a d used to assess con apt acquisition. Teachers,

coordinatorn and aides were asked to evaluate the film and all

seemed to think it was an interesting means of reinforcing concept

formation.

Each site was encouraged to develop the Spanish Centers based

on its own ne ds. The Coordinators were to report needs or

interest areas in their daily logs, whether having as a source

the teachers, aides or the children themselves. The goal was

keep each center filled with as many activities and supplies

as possible.

The interest of the teacher for the development and continu-

ance of the centers was the most important factor in contributing

to the expansion and development of the centers. Both extremes

were encountered. One teacher requested material throughout the

year and her coordinator's matching enthusiasm gave the most

unique results of all six classrooms. The remainder were Incon-

sistent and one simply igno ed the process.

Additional materials and activities were planned to further

extend the use of the Spanish centers and to allow the children

28
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to use it during free-choice time.

(1) Spanish books and magazines in accessable places.

(2) Bingos relating to class activities with Spanish labels
of words introduced in given activities.

Encyclopaedia Britannica films were shown.

a El_ pplicra

b. El bomberp

c. Animal

d. Tus (Dios

Tus pf*dos

f. El elefante

g. Ani ales_del bosque

(4) A tape of Mexican songs was made by one coordinator.

(5) A tape of children singing Mexican songs.

(6) Records of Mexican songs.

(7) An animal book which labeled all the animals in both
English and Spanish.

-ana

A calendar for sequen ing days in Spanish. The children
could fill in the slots that answered:

a. Ayer fue`

Hoy es

Manana sera'

(9) Spanish extension of unit on communi y helpers.

(10) A tagboard doll with body part 1 bels in English and
in Spanish.

(11) Body part bingo in both languages.

(12) Parts of a plant in English and Spanish.

(13) Transparencies:

a. Numerals

b. Environment objects.

(14) El vaquero - done in conjunction wi'th study about rodeo.
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The Mexican cowboy and his clothes.

(15) Counting and identification of numb rs.

(36) Clothing vocabulary.

(17) Bingo that combined numbers and clothing.

(18) Lobo song and gnme.

(19) Spanish editions of the Bowmar books were corra ted
for faulty Spanish and audio tapes wore made of each
book by a native speaker. After the sentence was read
in each page slowly, a bell rang and sufficient time
was allowed for the child to repeat the sentences.
Directions for following this procedure were given at
the beginning of each tape.

20) Stands were made for each classroom in gay, Mexican
colors to indicate the location of EL CENTRO DE ESPANOL.

(21) A kit with labels of all of the objects in the classroom
was taken to each site so that the children could become
accustomed to the Spanish label for classroom objects.

C. SPECIAL CULTURAL_ACTIVIT1ES

Only one of the teachers in he program initially expressed

interest in having cultural events relating to Mexico in her

classroom. She was very helpf 1 in influencing other teachers

in the program in presenting culturally-orientated activities.

The "Dl'a da los Muertos" in Mexico (Halloween's equivalent)

was celebrated in her classroom to inject a festively bicultural

aspect. The Training Coordinator wrote a story for the children

which explained how and why the Mexican people celebrate this

day. The children made tissue paper flowers in all colors and

took them to an abandoned cemetary across the street from the

school. There followed a tasting experience and the children

had some of the famous Pan de muerto made at a local bak Y.

With hot chocolate, they were shown pictures of Moctezuma, the

famous Aztec Emperor, serving chocolate to Hernan Cortes. A

unique book, shaped like the Pan muerto, was designed in
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which the children recnrded their experiences. This technique

was repeated on other occasions related to special holidays or

celebrations.

A questionnaire was made for the parents to evaluate their

ions to this culCural event, and the majori 1,-'ere positive.

A P sada s held in the same classroom. There was an

outstanding collection ot pictures maee by Che teacher explaining

this festivity. Copies of Christmas so gs in Spanish and a

Spanish translation of nopular Christmas carols such as Silent

Night, Li_q11-1_EIrs, et cetera were provided.

T e "DiFa de los Re 11 exlco was celebrated in

the same classroom. The story of this holiday was written for

Che children by the Training Coordinator and Roscas de reyes

were especially made for the project elassroom.3 in a bakerv in

Tucson. The celebrati n took place as authentically as possible.

The other classrooms rPad the story and had a tasting experience,

but there was a lack of teacher motivation whi_h wasted much of

the educational and cultural value of this important Mexican

festivity.

One school had an end-of-the-year fiesta to which the whole

school and parents were invited. There was a puppet show in

Spanish and the children in the classes danced Mexican dances

and sang several songs in Spanish.

D. TEACHER AND TEACHER AIDE TRAINING

Unfortunately, bicultural training for teachers and aides

was ve-y limited becau e of the initially narrow scope of the

program. The afternoon session of an all-staff workshop on

October 1970, consisted of making classroom materials. A

few of the games introduced here as samples were in both languages.

31
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There was no follow-up regarding use of the games in Spanish.

On November 10, 1970, an all-day workshop was given for

aides. The objective was Co teach the trainees Mexican songs,

singing games, poems and riddles which could be introduced in

their classrooms and in the play area. Posters were de igned

in gay colors showing the way to play these games and they were

distributed to the different sites. It was interesting to

di cover that the aides who were all Mexican-American only knew

one of the songs. They all expressed a wish to learn more songs

and games in Spanish.

The afternoon session was a discussion, the pu pose of which

was to explore the aides' attitudes on different aspects of the

pr _ram. Teacher-aide relationships were dicussed and the

aides were assured that the program staff w uld make every

attempt to promote good working relationships between teachers

and aides. The participants were asked to give their thoughts

on bilingual education and the in: 7luction of cultural activities

orientated towards a better understanding of the Mexican, heritage.

They unani-ously agreed that to bring Spanish into the classroom

and attempt to have the children master both languages and know

about the two cultures was the pri ary goal of a bilingual,

bicultural program. Much was said about the importance of the

Mexican culture in the classroom as a means of developing self-

pride in the children of Mexican descent.

The next, and last, bicultural training offered was five

months later, on April 20, 1971, at the office of the project.

This workshop was entitled _Gont_r_astive Anal sis of S anish and

English Sounds_which_Create Pronunciation Diffic.ulties. This

workshop was open to coordinators, teachers and aides.

02.



The obl_ tives for the. workshop were:

1. To auci aint the trinces with soce of the sounds in
English which are dirficult for Spanish-speaking
children

2 To de'icIon a sense
areas.

awarenoss

2 9

phonolopicJ problem

To acq nint tha trainOs with methods of L:orrective
phc)i1,11 ienl techniques.

4. To r)omote awareness of the importance ot
anditi.,ry and verbal. skills.

eloping

The Training Coordinator who conducted the workshop opened

the meeting with a short --- isnation oF the importance of

developing a sensitivity to the d.ifficulties that many Mexican-

American children have in developing language skills. She

de cribed the predictability of phonoloical problem areas cause_
by the interference of sound patterns of the dominant la guage

Stress was placad on the importance of the teacher hearing exac

what the children are say ng and then helping them to establish

the correct lingu stic habits essential to language learning.

The trainees practiced different te hniques used to elicit

appropriate sound production and played the games whch were

designed to reinforce appropriate linguistic patterns.

The participants were very enthusiastic, reg.1:etted that

this kind of training was not done earlier in the year, and

expressed a desire for further training in sounds not covered

in this workshop.

A manual which cont lned an analysis of the sounds, teaching

procedures, poems and games for reinforcing the target sounds was

given to each participant who stayed during the afternoon to make

up some of the g mes presented in the morning s ssion. The

rdinators reported that many of the games were used in the
s Sr ooms.
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RECOM E_NDATIONS

(1) Bilingual or Me ican-American individuals should be
involved at the decision-making level in all bilingual
programs.

(2) Bilingual teachers need on-going training in linguistic
methods of ii:struction.

(3) Teachers and aides should be screened before hiring to
insure language competence and commitment to bilingual
education.

(4) There should be reinforcement
through in-service training.

cross-cultural literacy

(5) There are many aspects of bilingualism and biculturalism
that are in great need of research or case study.

a Attitudes of teaching staff toward minority group
children.

b. Social behaviors of children from Mexican-Ame ican
families versus Angles and Blacks.

Observation schedules of teacher-pupil interaction with
Anglo teacher and Mexican-American children and
Mexican-American teacher and Anglo children.

Definition of respect - the difference between two
cultures resulting from small group instruction.

e.
L,

Student skills: the difference in the two cultures
resulting from smal: group instruction in:

1) Task persistence
2) Participation skills
3) Information-seeking skills
4) Cooperative skills

(6) Well defined order of priorities in training should be
established; bilingual, bicultural versus research and
socialization.

(7) Bilingual, bicultural objectives should be well-defined:
time spent in instruction, content, verbal and reading
skills in Spanish.
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VIII. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

A. EVALUATION OF EFF_E.CTIVENES

(1)

OF TRAINING

Evaluation of T_L-AA:1211_12_11.Y_ZAIIIL'12"ts

A questionnaire was completed by each participant

for each training activity. These results are summarized

at the end of this section. An overall indication of the

way in which the participants rated the training is

obtained from question 9, How would you rate the entire

training activity?"

The summarized data _r m all the workshops for this

question were as ollo s:

Outstanding 27%

Excellent 34%

Good 31%

Fair

Poor 0%

No Response 4%

Therefore, 61% of the total number of responses to this

question were in the outstanding and excellent categories.

Participants also indicated the degree to which each

training activity helped them meet program objectives.

If these figures are totaled and translated into per

centages the summarized evaluations are as follows:

Ve-,:y Helpful 54%

Somewhat Helpful 34%

Not Helpful 6%

No Response 6%
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Th se results are reported in detail in a summary

in the Appendix. From this report it can be determined

that the training was judged to be more effective in meet-

ing certain of the program objectives than others. For

example, the objective "To teach and reinforce such be-

haviors as cooperation, leadership, task persistence,

infor.nation seeking and group participation." was at the

top of the list. This indicates it is the objective for

which training was judged most effective by participants.

The objective at the bottom of the list is "To

develop methods for placing children in small groups

on the basis of specific instructional aims and the

past perfor ance of the child." This indicates that

participants judged the training as least effective in

helping them meet this particular objective.

In general, the training can be considered successful

in terms of participant judgement. Evaluations for

the individual workshops are reported in the

Appendix. The analysis of these ratings of individual

training activities indicates that certain ones were rated

more highly than others. For example, the workshop

entitled "Contrastive Analysis of Spanish and English

Sounds" received a greater percentage of "Excellent"

ratings by participants than any other single total

project training activity. A manual describing in detail

the material and activities of this workshop has been

compiled and a copy accompanies this report entitled

"Contrastive Analysis of Spanish and English Sounds

Which Create Pronunciation Difficulties."



The rich vior Yanagernent Workshop received the

second largest percentage of "Exc_llent" ratings among

le total project workshops.

Among the Teacher Aide Workshops the Math Workshop

received the high st percentage of excellent ratings

A manua] desctibing the activ ties and materials pr

sented at this workshop has also been compiled and a

co v entitled "The Discovery Approach to Mathematics"

accompanies this report. A manual describing small

group activities for science was also developed from

the materials and activiti s presented at a T acher-

Aide Science Workshop. A copy of this manual also

accompanies this report. Detailed descriptions ot

project workshops up to January 14 c-ere provided in

the mid-year progress report.

(2) Evaluation of Trainin b- Site Coordinat

The three Site Coordinators were asked to evaluate

the eve all project training program. They were asked,

among other things, to describe the most valuable skills

they learned as a result of being in the project. Their

respon es to this question included the followin- small

group teaching techniques, positive reinforcement

techniques, planning agendas for workshops, using

intelleetural kits for language development, evaluating

With teachers and aides to meet program objectives and

learning to conduct meetings and training sessions.

They regarded the most effective training methods

as classroom demonstrations, small group workshops,

observ tions at other schools and video tape feedback

3 7
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for behavior modification techniques. Informal meet-

ings at the sites were also considered an effective

training medium. Least effective training m-thods were

lecture-type, large-group workshops. There was only

one workshop of this nature.

3) Tea he- Ts Selfvaluation

One method for evaluating the effects of a train-

program is to ask participants to evaluate themselves

in terms of their own progress in me ting the objectives

of the program. The instrument developed for this

purpose was changed several times over the course of

the year; therefore, it was no, until April that

participants used the checklist in its final form.

A copy of this checklist is included in the Appendix.

The six teachers judged themselves as to the degree of

success they had achieved in attaining each of the project

objectives. Their mean scores for the 15 objectives

listed on the checklist were as follows:

April: 70.96%

May: 79.50%

Though these figures indicate only a slight gain, the

fact that the change represents a tim period of only

two months must be taken into consideration in evaluating

their significance.

(4) General Evalua:tion of Training

Managing and organizing classrooms for small group

instruction involves many complex skills on the part of

the teacher. When the group process approach is directed

toward creating a psychological environment for bilingual-
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bicultural education, rho task of implementation be:r.omes

increasingly comple The traini c program was

ambitiously designed to help teachers develop these

complex skills.

An initial dif-ieulty in accomplishing the objectives

of the training pr

re

am arose as a result of conflict

ing the emphasis on the Spanish language in the

program. School administr tors apparently understood

that this program was not to be involved in any way

with curriculum and if Spanish were to be added, this

could be rega ded as faterference with curriculum.

The project Director, therefore, at first asked that

the only introduction of the Spanish language into the

school day be thr ugh the medium of Mexican cultural

activities - for example, classroom celebrations such

as "El Dia Dc Los Muertos" and "El Dia De Los Reyes

gas", as , mediuni of instruction when a child spoke

only Spanish, and in informal interactions in the

classro_m. Later, more direct teaching of Spanish

occurred.

The coordinator at one site, though not bilingual,

had al Tys used Spanish informally in her classroom

when she had been a teacher. She, therefore, encouraged

the teachers and aides at her site to bring Spaaish into

the program in this way. Though the teachers knew

little Spanish, they tried to learn a few phrases from

the children and aides and always encouraged and

reinforced the Spanish-speaking children to use their

language and to teach it to the other children.
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However, it was net until later in the school

year that a greater emphasis on the Spanish language

per se occurred, at least in most of the classrooms.

Th.e arrival at one site in January of a new Mexican-

American site coordinator who began informally intro-

ducing Spanish into the regular ongoing classroom

activities, led to an awakeniri; of the possibilities

f this type of approach at this particular site.

This coordinator briefly described her initial approach

to getting Spanish into the classroom informally as

follows: "Spanish was used i the classroom by the

coordinator first and later by the aide. Instructions,

salutations, and qu tions were spoken in Spanish. At

first the children responded to the Spanish with giggles

and emba rassment. Later the Spanish-speaking children

would respond by answering in English showing me that

they were understanding Spanish. Later they began to

feel free to speak it as well. For example, they wo ld

answ r my questions ot respond to my instructions in

Spanish. Finally, this progressed to them speaking

to me in Spanish first."

Following these minor successes in the classroom

the Project Training Coordinator was able to begin

to establish Spanish Centers in the two classrooms at

this site. These centers included many activiti s,

books, tapes, records and materials to reinforce the

Spanish language and the Mexican-American culture.

Spanish Centers were established at the other two sites

somewhat later and became the focus of many learning



experiences in most of the classrooms. in two class-

rooms the emphasis on the Spanish Center was either

mino or for a very short period of the day.

The six teacher-aides in this program were all

Mexican-American, bilingual in varying degrees

indigenous to the local community. These teacher-aides

re thus able to play an important role due to their

cultural and language similarity to the bilingual

children in the project. The aides were made an

integral part of the activities of che Spanish Centers

and other related Spanish language activities. Such

a procedure was important in giving status to the teacher-

aides' contributions and many of them have commented

on the effect this had on their own self-esteem. The

teacher-aides were particularly important to this project

because none of the classroom teachers was bilingual.

There is no question that the bilingual-bicultural

aspects of training w uld have been simpler and more

effective if teachers had been bilingual or of Mexican-

American heritage.

The bicultural program was probably most successful

at the one site due to the unusual interest of one of

the teachers, the enthusiasm and background of the

site coordinator there, and the support of the principal.

The culminating activity of a-Mexican Fiesta involved

every child in both project classrooms and was presented

for the entire school as well as parents. The children

learned Mexican folk dances and songs, and performed

a puppet show. A group of Mexican-American students
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from Mesa Community College volunteered to perfo-

two dances for the group.

The training was, in general, more effective in

accomplishing the objectives relat d to small, hetero-

geneous group procedur s than in the specifically

bilingual-bicultural objectives. This was partially

due to clearer agreement among project sta_f and school

administrators as to the nature of these objectives

and the best methods for their accomplishment.

The two teachers and aides at one of the sites were

what can only be described as outstandingly successful

in organizing and managing small group procedures in

their classrooms. Within a very short time after the

beginning of the project in September, these two teachers

had organized the classroom phy ical environment for

small heterogeneous group instruction and were devoting

the major portion of each school day to this type of

instruction. The groups c nsisted of from four to six

children and for the majority of activities child

leaders were used. The groups were heterogeneous in

regard to sex, ehtnic background, academic skill level,

and dominant language. Peer intera-tion was encouraged

and peer teaching and modeling were integral factors

in the small group process in these classrooms. The

identification and teaching of group interaction skills

took place primarily through the procedur s which will

be described in the "Group Participation and Leadership

Training _Manual". This manual was used extensively by

these two teachers and their aides and a summary of

i432



their responses to this manual has been included in

the App
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The groups in these classrooms functioned

very effectively and all observers as well as the class-

room personnel themselves were v__ favorably impressed

with both the physical and psychological environments

in these rooms and with the behavioral effects upon the

children.

At another site, progress was much slower, partially

due to the failure of project staff to clearly define

both the objectives of the program and the role of the

site coordinator in that program. However, both

1.assrooms did use small group organization for a

major part of the dy, though the groups usually

consisted of about sev n children each rather than the

recommend d four to six. One teacher at this site

remained enthusiastic about small group procedures

throughout the year, whereas the other t--cher will

probably discontinue this approach when the project

ends.

It was more difficult, also, to ensure hetero-

geneity in the small groups since this scho l grouped

children homog _eously on the basis of academic achieve-

men t the beginning of each s col year. Thus one

of the classrooms at this site had lower achieving

second graders and the other had the higher achieving

children. Heterogeneity of the small groups in regard

to sex, ethnic back&round and domine.nt language was,

however,, achieved in both f the project classrooms at

this site.
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Child leaders were used very infre uently

this site as the teachers felt the children did

not have leadership skills. The site coordinator

attempted to use the "Group Participation and Leader-

ship Training Manual" but was not extremely successful

since the teachers were not enthusiastic about or

co mitted to the importance of child leade

proc ss skills.

and group

At the third site, the training program was least

effective. Again, perhaps, the project staff was

unsuccessful in translating program objectives Into

specific, detailed classroom procedures. However,

another fact r was a lack of administrative support

for the small, heterogeneous group approach. Funds

were available to purchase the furniture required to

mplement this approach, but were never used at this

site.

One of the teachers at this site showed an

Interest in learning to organize her classroom for

small group instruction a d in fact, did accomplish

this objective rather successfully. The physical en-

vironment in her classroom very early reflected the

small group organization which she was using for a

large part of the school day.

Homogeneous grouping based on academic achievement

was also the practice at this school, thereby making

It impossible for this teacher to have totally hetero-

geneous groups in her classroom. The groups were

heterogeneous, however, with respect to sex, ethn ity,
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and dominant language.

In the other classroom at this site, there was

only a minimal interest in :,.6opting the group process

approach. T.hen ping did occur, the number ofJ

childr n in each p,roup was usu ily seven or more and

the activities were often no different from those used

regularly when the children were not seated in groups.

The small group pr -edures were used in the Spanish

Center as the activities developed for these centers

by the Pr ject Training Coordinator were all smL.11

group activities.

The "Group Participation and Leadership Training

Manual" was not used in either of these classroT1s.

DATA FROM OBSERVATION SCHEDULES

The ele en behavioral observation schedules developed during

the course of this project were to/ the purpose of measuring

specific child and teacher behaviors and certain classroom environ

mental characteristics. The data from these mea urement instru-

ments w re then to be used in evaluating program effectiveness

and also the effects of different stimulus conditions and instruc-

tional variations upon childrents behavior.

There were difficulties in obtaini,ng true baseline measures

since there was no time to develop the behavioral recording

instruments and train the rec rders before school opened and the

training of the instructional personnel began. Training of

teachers and aides in the skills needed to implement program

objectives was thus start'ld before baseline mea urement of the

significant behavioral and environmental characteristics was

accomplished. This factor must be considered, therefore, in
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evaluating the data which will be reported.

opies of all the schedules and descriptions of reliabIlity

are included in a separate manual which accompanies this report.

The data will be reported separately here for the behavioral

observation schedules which proved most functional to the pro t.

(1) Question-Asking Behavior Schedule

One hypothesia which was examined during the

course of this project was related to the effects of

different stimulus conditions upon children's info mation

seeking behavior. Academic, social and economic

effectiveness may well be functionally related to the

individual's level of skill in seeking out important

information from his environment. To establish con-

ditions which will influence this behavior may be,

therefore, an important consideration for an educational

system. In this study information-seeking was

operationally defined as question-asking. Questions

of a permission asking variety, for example, "May I

get a drink of water?", were not included.

Differences in children's question-asking behavior

as a function of several different environmental

conditions was examined. Since one objective of this

project was to evaluate effects of small group instruc-

tion on children's behavior, differences between child-

ren's question asking behavior in small groups (fewer

than 8) and in large groups (more than 8) were

examined. The table on the following page summ rizes

these finding:L.:

40
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CHILDREN'S QUESTION ASKTNG

MEAN NUMBER OF ASKED PER HOLR_gUE_STIONS
PER CHILD

CLASSR00_ ALL GROUPS LARGE CROiPS

1-1

1-2

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2

10.3

9.9

5.1

7.7

2.9

11.5

6.6

4.8

3.0

4.7

1.4

5.9

TOTAL PROJECT: 7.9 4.4

It should be noted that the frequency of question-asking

in small groups is greater than in large groups in eve y

instance.

Another question examined concerned the effect of the

presence of an adult on children's question asking

behavior. The results are summarized below:

CHILDREN'S QUESTION ASKING

ASKED 1ER CHILDTHE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS
PER HOUR

IN SMALL GROUPS

CLASSROOM ADULT PRESENT ADULT NOT PRESENT

1-1 13.8 6.8

1-2 9.6 10.2

2-1 6.0 4.1

2-2 12.2 3.2

3-1 3.9 1.8

3-2 10.5 12.4

TOTAL PROJECT= 9. 6 4
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The presence of an adult, in general, increased the

frequency of question asking in the small group situation,

although in two cl ssrooms out of the four this situation

was reversed.

Since another objective of siall group instructional

procedures in this project was to encourage and rein-

force peer teaching, the frequency and conditions under

which children asked questions of each ther was of

interest.

The table below demo- _trates differences in the

frequency with which children ask questions of another

child in the small group situation as compared to the

large group situation. These data reflect children's

asking questions of one another only in situations in

which an adult was present.

CHILDREN'S QUESTION ASKING-

ASKING SUESTIONS OF ANOTHER CHILD

MEAN FREGUENCY PER CHILD PER HOUR

CLASSROOM SMALL GROUPS ARGE GROUPS

1-1

1-2

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2

1.2

4.8

1.8

4.6

1.5

2.9

3.6

1.2

1.4

2.0

0.6

0.7

TOTAL PROJECT: 2.8 1.6
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The small group situation was related to a higher

frequency of asking auestions of other children when the

data from the total project is considered. There was

only one classroom out of the six in which this s tu-

ation was reversed and the small groups in this particu-

lar classroom were not set up as they were in most of

the other classrooms to encourage grflup interaction.

Another finding was that absence of an adult in

the small group situation functi ned to increase the

frequency with which child-_n asked questions of one

another. See the table below for a summary of these

results:

CHILDREN'S UESTION ASKING

A KING C UESTIONS OF ANOTHER CHILD
IN THE : ALL GROUP SETTING

MEAN FRIOLLagy_LER CHILD_ PER HOUR

CLASSROOT= ADULT PRESENT ADULT NOT P ESENT

1-1

1-2

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2

1.2

4.8

1.8

4.6

1.5

2.9

6.8

10.2

4.1

3.2

1.8

12.4

TOTAL PROJECT: 2.8 6.4

A graph of this table may be found in the Appendix.

These figures suggest that pet...- teaching, which certainly

must include children asking and answering each other
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questions, can be strongly influenced in a positive direc-

tion hy providing environmental settings which permit

small groups in whi h children interact independently

of an adult.

A summary of all the question asking data, including

the number of hours of observation is included in the

Appendix.

2) Leadershi Checklist a d Lead rshi Activit Schedule:

Since peer teaching and modeling were considered

to be important components of the group piocess

approach, the use of child leaders for the small group

activities was encouraged by the project staff. However,

many difficulties were encountered and the teachers

reported that children did not have the leadership and

group skills needed for the groups to function

efficiently. In order to meet this need, the research

and training staff volunteered to develop procedures

for training the children in these skills. The writing

of the "Group Participation and Training Manual" pre-

viously described in more detail was the result.

In order to evaluate the effect of this training

on the children's behavior, it was decided that certain

baseline data should be collected beforehand. The

Leadership Checklist and the Leadership Activity Schedule

were developed for this purpose.

The Leadership Checklist ( a copy of which

a companies this report in a separate manual) lists

10 items which should be accomplished during a lesson

by the leader or by the group bers. These items



were decided upon by the to project teachers %ere

interested in trying out the leadership trajuin

procedures . Only 9 of the items were idered in our

analysis because one of the ten items was adt-d after

the baseline data was c llected. The data from the use

of the checklist was collected during four difteront

p Ii es. Ihese were:

a. Phase 1 - Baseline Conditions Leaders were those

ildren who had shown --)me naturni leadership

abilities.

:base IT Brief instru tions - During this phase

group leaders were given brief instructions

regardi g their leadership duties and the group

instructions were posted in the classroom.

c. Phase III - Group Participation and Leadership

Training - This phase included the period during

which the children received the training.

d. Phase IV - New Leaders - This phase began 'lith the

ending of the training and the appointment ni new

leaders and extended tarough the rest

y ear.

the school
Up to this point in the study the same leaders

who began in the baseline period had remained with

their groups.

The cable below summa izes the data from the checklist

dur ng the four phases. A score of 9 would indicate

every item on the checklist had been answered in the

positive directi



LEADERSHIP CHECKLIST

MEAN SCORES

PHASE I PHASE IT PHASE III PHASE IV

CLASSROOM 1 3.50 5.33 5.96 5.25

CLASSROOM 2 3.75 5.61 6.97 6.38

MEAN FOR BOTH
CLASSROOMS 3.63 5.47 6.47 5.82

The data show a progcessive increase in efficient

group behavior as measured by this checklist up until

new leaders were appointed at which time a slight decrease

occurred. Separate graphs of these data for each class-

room are Included in the Appendix.

The Leadership Activity Schedule was another be-

havior observation schedule developed to obtain measure-

ments of children's behaviors in the small group setting

in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the group

training procedures. One of the behaviors of sp cial

interest to the teachers because they felt it to be one

which sometimes interfered with effective group function-

ing was "being away from assigned group". The teaLhers

were hopeful that this behavior would decrease as a

function of the group participation and leadership

training procedures. The table on the next page shows

data from the Leadership Activity Schedule indicating

that this effect did in fact occur. The phases are the

same as those described previously.
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AWAY

EAN NUMBER OF CHILDREN

FROM ASSIGNED GROUP AGTIVITy

PER 10 SECOUD INTERVAL

PHASE I PHA E II PHASE ITT. PHASE I

CLASSROOM 1

CLASSROOM 2

1.43 1.82 1.13

2.44 1.39 1.31

0.49

0.58

EAN FOR BOTH
CLASSROOMS 1.94 1.61 1.22 0.54

Both of the measures described here have shown

changes indicative of improved group functioning

foll_ ing a procedure in which children were specificlly

trained in group and leadership skills. Other data from

the schedules have not been fully analyzed, but this will

hopery be accomplished in the near future.

_Spanish Usage

An important aspect of any bilingual, bicultural

program is to encourage children to use Spanish during

their classroom activities and informally in play and

social situations. This is important, quite apart from

any actual formal teaching of the Spanish language.

The children's use of Spanish in the classroom was

recorded on the Daily Events Observation Schedule

throughout most of the year and on a separate Spanish

Usage Schedule starting later in the year.

At one site the coordinator played a particularly

important role in implementing bilingual, bicultural

activities in the classroom. The effect of her activities,
53
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especially the establishment of Spanish Centers,

upon the use of Spanish in the classroom was, therefore,

considered wo thy of examination. Since this site

coordinator replaced another individual in about the

middle of the year, it was possible also to note differ-

ences occurring In Spanish usage related to the change

in site coordinators. The table below summarizes this

data from the Daily Events Oh ervation Schedule:

PERCENT

SPANISH USAGE BY CHILDREN

OF TIME TN WHICH SPANISH
WAS SPOKEN

FIRST
SITE
COORD

SECON
SITE
COORD

SPANISH
CENTER
ESTAB.

SITE
COORD.
REMOVED

CLASSROOM 1

CLASSROOM 2

8.5

5.5

14.6

5.9

22.4

26.3

19.4

14.4

MEAN FOR BOTH
CLASSROOMS

7.0 10.3 24.4 16.9

The second site coordinator was much more interested in

the Spanish program and more motivated to get Spanish

into the classroom. The data show that she was more

effective in increasing the children's use of Spanish in

the classroom. The differences between classrooms prior

to the establishment of the Spanish Centers is probably

due to teacher intelest. The establishment of the

Spanish C nters brought about P large increase in both

classrooms, however. When the site coordinator left the
54
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site during the last two weeks of school to work on

final reports, the use of Spanish decreased in both

classrooms, though it remained higher than during the

baseline period. These data are presented graphically

In the Appendix.

One of the problems educating bilingual children

is the reluctance oC Spanish-speaking children to use

their native language in the school situation. This is

probably an effect of a great number of social and

psychological factors operating in educational systems

which tend to denigrate Spanish and the Mexican culture.

Efforts to change these factors are certainly essential

in any bilingual, bicultural program. Encour ging and

reinforcing the Spanish language and emphasizing LI)

Mexican-American culture can do much to influence the

Spanish speaking child to use his language and be proud

of his heritage.

(4) Te.acher and a her-Aide Reinforcem nt Prac.tiee_s

The Teacher Reinforcement Practices Schedule was

developed to measure both teachers' and aides' use of

verbal reinforcement the classroom. If training in

this skill was effective, data from this schedule should

show an Increase in teachers' and alde' -se of contingent

verbal reinforc ment. Two types of verbal reinforcement

were recorded. They were d fined as "Behavior Specified"

in which case Lhe teacher or aide clearly indicates to

the child what he did that is being approved, and

"Generalized", in which case the verbal approval is

contingent upon the child's behavior but he is not

specifically told what_tv being approved. A copy of this
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scheCule and instructions for its' use is included in

a separate manual. Due to time pressure data analysis

is not complete at the time of writing this report.

Therefore, the two types of reinforcement are being

considered all together rather than separately. Further

analysis will be completed at a later date.

The table presented below shows the changes in rein-

forcement practices of the teacher aides following

workshop training in reinforcement techniques.

AIDE REINFORCEMENT PRACTICES

MEAN NU BER OF VERBAL REINFORCEMENTS PER HOUR

CLASSROOMS PRE-WORKSHOP POST-WORKSHOP

1-1

1-2

2-1

2-2

3-1

3-2

1.35

i

554
No Data

5.49

1.35

8.38

4.68

8.81

7.32

8.67

6.42

7.46

TOTAL PROJECT
MEANS 4.42 7.23

In the instances where both pre and post data were

le, 4 out of the 5 subjects showed the predicted

incf ase in frequency and the means tor the total project

show the same increase. This suggests that the workshop

training did positively affect the classroom behavior

f four of the teacher aides.
Frig
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The tahic: below presents f:he same enti

c

TEACHER RELNFOEC:EMENT

MrAN NUMBER E R P E

RACT10ES

NTS PER

SRO MS

3-2

6.80

5.54

53.50

26.18

6.54

3.76

HOP

TOTAL
PROJECT
MEANS

17.00

T-WORKSHOP

6.11

14.24

39.23

43.88

6.80

7.08

19.55

Data for four of the siN teachers showed the predicted

increase in frequency. One of the remaining two had such an

inlitially high frequency that it is not surprising that no

increase occurred. ThP means for the total proiect also

show the predicted increase ia frequency though the

increase is small. If the data for the teacher with the

unusual frequency is eliminated the Total Project Means

would be as follows:

Pre-Workshop 9.76

Post-Workshop 15.62

These figures represent a much more significant increase

and certainly indicate an important workshop training -ffect.

(5) Small Groups

A Small Group Activity Schedule was developed for the

7
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purpose of measuring the amount of time which children

ent in small group activities in the project classrooms.

Difficulties in using this form were encountered, however,

and the data presented here were obtair:ed instead from

the Daily Events Scledule a copy of which is included in

an accompanying manual. Initi ily it was hoped that data

on changes in the amount of time spent in small group

activities in the classroom would be a measure of

progress toward project objectives and of the effective-

ness of the training of the instructional personnel.

However, changes in recording forms and conseluent

delays in obtaining baseline data, meant that training

of the insuctio al personnel preceeded the obtaining

measures of amount of time spent in small group

activities early in the year. Thus, most teachers began

tmplementing small group procedures fairly early in

the school year making pre and post training comparisons

impossible. The data is important, however, in

demonstrating that small groups were used with frequency

in all of the project classrooms. The table on the

following page summarizes the percentage of the total

time observed during which small grou occurred in

the six project classrooms. It will be noted that

means range from 45.07 to 77,55,

(6 ) Choice Behavior Sched le

provide children with opportunities to engage

in task-oriented self-selection was one of the goals of

this project. Free choice in the classroom offers

children opportunities to satisfy special interests and
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L'E, CE'T TTI'E SP- 1 IN SMALL GROUPS

% TI i TIME
Oric;ERVPD ORSFRVID
DURP;G RI CH DI Rl\C, 1JI1 ICH

SMALL CROUPS aMALL (,R)LPS
CLASSROOM MONTH OCCURRED ClASSROOM MONf CCLRRLD

1-1 1 76.5 2-2 1 55.2
2 70.2 ? 72.8
3 76.2 3 63.5
4 70.6 4 65.4
5 90.5 5 60.5
6 62.5 6 63.3

7 98.2

MEAN 74.42 ILAN 68.41

1-2 1 59.6 3-1 1 56.2
2 28.6 2 62.5
3 43.2 3 34.2
4 80.0 4 36.0
5 39.6 5 45.6
6 77.3 6 47.0
7 50.0 7 34.0

MEAN 54.04 MEAN 45,07

2-1 1 84.6 3-2 1 61.5
2 100.0 2 38.8
3 81.8 3 50.0
4 66.7 4 37.7
5 61.6 5 53.0
5 70.6 6 45.3

7 48.5

MEAN 77.55 MEAN 47.



is one technique for individualizing the school

experience :for ea
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_ child. The child can he encouraged

and taught thereby to exercise ini iative, to make

choices a d to persist in the tasks he oses. Since

free choice activities were considered such an

important component of the group process approach,

the Choice Behavior Schedule was developed to provide

a measure of the frequency with which these activities

occurred in the project classrooms. An increase in

frequency should be expected as a function of training.

This schedule was used less frequently than was

desirable because of factors related to time and

personnel. The data will be reported, therefore, only

for those months in which at least an average of one

hour f observation per classroom was recorded. There

were only four such months during the school year.

These data are summarized in the table below:

PERCENT OF TIME

CHOICE BEHAVIOR

SOMEOBSERVED IN WHICH
FREE CHOICE OCCURRED

MEAN FOR ALL SIX CLASSROOMS

f TIME
TOTAL NUMBER
HOURS OBSERVED

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

MAY

24. 3

28.50

25.67

28.50

36.92

37.17

7.00

7.83



The predicted incr ase in the frequency or tree

choice tivities in the classroom did not occur .

however, the First data were obtained in Oc )ber and

training of the classroom perso nel began in September.

All tea he- - had been made aware tht one of the

objective et the Frogram t,,as to provide children with

free choice activities. The teachers may have ilreadv

begun to increase their use of Free choice iu fhe

classroom by the time the data were first obtained.

The data presented here indicated that some free choice

was oc urring in approximately onequarter of the

rime inter als observed. This does not necessarily

indicate that all chiidren were pa tieipacing in free

choice activities during that time period. Further

study is needed in the area of free choice activities

in education particularly to examine the question of

optimal time to be spent in such activities and in

methods for teaching children to intelligently choose

among a variety of tasks.

(7) Classroom Checklis

The Classroom Checklist was used by the observers

to measure aspects of the physical en ironment and the

presence and organization of various ins_ 'uctional

materials in the project classrooms. The Checklist

was also used to determine the extent to which Learning

Centers were used in project classrooms. If every item

on the checklist was f und in a classroom, the score

would be lll. This score is riot to be regarded

optimal, however, because the checklist describes seven
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different Learning Cent- s. This many centers would

never be set up in a classroom on any one occasion,

Difficulties were encountered in many of the

project classrooms in setting up permanent Learning

Centers. These difficulties were principally related

to double sessions which required that rooms be shared

with non-project teachers who did not wish their rooms

to be organized into Learning Centers Therefor

the teachers found it necessary to set up centers each

day making it difficult to provide an abundance of

materials. This explains what appear to be the

relatively low checklist scores shown on the tables

below.

CLASSR OM_CHECKLIST

MONTH

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

MEAN SCORES FOR
ALL PROJECT CLASSROOMS

29

7

13

25

31

44

38

A greater increase in _ean scores would probably have

been recoded had it been possible to obtain data at

the begi ning of the school year. The figure for

December may represent a dismantling of the classroom
0" 2
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pL_Lur LU E11t IL L -I- LL L

Aide Activit
_

The Leacher aide r ie was considered an especi

important

the same

America- children. Thus, Lhere was 3n

classr-om who understood these childrc's lhnouage

and culture and with whom they COLIJLI ident For

those children who spoke little or no English, the

aide was an adult with whom they could communicate.

The possibility of providing more individualized

instruction is also increased by the presence of a

teacher aide.

In order to accomplish the above goals, it is

necessary for the aide to spend a large percentage

this project since the aide wa, Ot

C and lang age background a:; the Mex ic

of her time in interactions with children either

with individual children or with groups childr

The table below shows the aveage perce tage of time

spent by project aides in interactions with child en.

IN WHICH
MEAN

AIDE ACTIVITY

PERCENT OF TIME OBSERVED
AIDES INTERACTED WITH CHILDREN

MONTH PER ENT OF TIME

OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
JANUARY
FEBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY

51%
58%
50%
40%
56%

No Data Available
56%
69%

GRAND MEAN 54.28%



It is good to note the large increase in time

spent interacting with children during the last

mouth of the school year.

DATA FROM TESTS AND

(1) Samples

Two site coordinators obtained oral language

iTIONN_AIRES

samples

6 0

pr gram children at two different points

in time during the school year in order to evaluate

language development and also to provide information

helpful to teachers in planning language development

activities. Avalysis was performed for this data

from one site only because the time interval between

samples was so short at one of the sites.

This assessment techniques involved the pre-

senta ion of a standard stimulus to each child - a

picture of a girl and a monkey eating ice cream cones,

and of asking the child to describe or "tell about"

the picture. The site coordinator carried out this

procedure with each child in the two program classrooms

in October and then again in April with those children

who still remained in the program. Two tables in the

Appendix present number of words each individual

child used in describing the picture in October, again

in April and the direction and amount of change in

this variable. A repeated measures analysis of variance

shows that the pre and post measures of mean number of

words used differed significantly. Since no control

groups were used, this is not conclusive evidence

that gains were due to factors other than regular
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e2ver,

tive -la1\ss ur the tanuge amplc ee

Appendi:0 iS quite -imp
averac

e-:ive as are the incrases

umb uf words used.

The tables below show

chj1Li 1SLQ to de- I be

Mav in each

mean nu ber of werds

pic,:turc kh Octube ai]1 ac'1;

assroom and also thc7 eilts when the

ms are combin d.

LANGLI.AQE_ SAMPLES

EAN NUMBFR OF WO

CLAS ROOM 1

CLASSROOM 2

COMBINED

CTOBEP

14.44

23.67

19.32

MAA

29.13

56.78

43.76

The following tables are de_igned to show d:- eren-

al effects of ethnicity. The scores of children with

Mexican-American surnames are compared to those vith non-

Mexican-American surnames. The non-Mexican-Am-rican

group is all A th the exception of one Oriental.

LAN:UA E SAMPLES

'EAN NUMBER OF WORDS_

OCTOBER MAY_

CLASSROOM 1:
exican-American 17.00 34.86
Ober 12.44 24.67

CLASSROOM 2:
Mexican-American 21.33 65.92
Other 28.33 40.50

_COMBINED.:
Mexican-A erican 19.74 53.84
Other 18.80 31.00
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is table indicates that gains in English

language production were greater in all cases for

Mexican-American children than for non-M xican-American.

See the Appendix for selected examples of Mexican-

American language samples showing changes from October

to April.

(2) _ILQ.112.2d_-__

This test measures English vocabulary co ehension.

It was admi istered to all of the program children and a

group of control children from each site at the beginning

of the school year. In April the test was readministered

to those childr n who were still in attendance. Since

the geographical area is one with a transient population,

many of the original children had moved away. The test

had been administered to 164 program children in the

fall, of which only 114 were still in attendance in

April. Out of 59 control children, 41 were still in

atte dance. Mean pre and post Pe body sco es shown in

the table below indicate that both experimental and

control children shoed gains in I.Q.

PEABODY VOGABULARY TEST
MEAN I. . SCORES

FALL SPRING

PROGRAM GROUP 85.55 90.05

Boys 88.53 93.57
Girls 82.00 85.85

CONTROL GROUP 82.93 88.03

Boys 84.09 85.82
Girls 81.58 90.58



An analysis of variance (see table in the Appendix)

shows a significant trials effect (F - 19.92, p <.001)

i dicating that the g-in in I.Q. scores was statisticatly

significant for the total group. Ho ever, there tere

no significant main effects for treatment indicating that

there were no differences in improvement between progrnn

T and control childran. No significant main

effects we e found fo- sex. An interaction eifect

(Treatment X Sex X Trials) approached significance. This

effect is difficult to fully interpret without post hoc

comparisons and since the significance level did not

quite reach .05, these w re not done. Further analyses

showed no significant main effects f-r site or for

hnicity.

ArtolaStewart Te.st

This is a test which had been developed by the

Pr ject Training Coordinator. It measures basic

vocabulary Spanish and English. The test w-s

administered in the fall to all program children and a

control group and again at the end -f the year to those

children still remaining in the pr_ject schools. Mean

pre and post scores on the English component of the

test are shown in a table i_ the Appndix. These sc res

indicate that both experimental and control childr n

showed gains in English vocabulary production. A perfect

score would be 60. Analysis of variance (see table in

the Appendix) shows a significant trials effect (F 12.091,

p (.01 ) indicating that both program and control

children improved scores significantly. No
1,71.

0 1
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signi icanf main effects were found for treatment or

sex. There were no si-nificant interaction effects.

Mean pre and post scores for Mexica--American

children for the Spanish component of this test are

presented in a table in the Appendix, The lateness of

introdu ing Spanish into the classrooms can account

for the poor performances in Spanish on this test.

The analysis of variance (see table in Appendix) does

show a significant trials effect (F = 16.61, p< .001)

indicating that both program and control Mexican-

American children improved their scores significantly.

No significant main effects for treatment or sex were

found and there were no significant interaction effects.

(4) Par_ent Questionnaire

A parent questionnaire developed to discover

parental attitudes toward bilingual, bicultural

education was individually administered to a representa-

tive sample of families of project children. The

results indicated that a large majority of parents had

favorable attitudes to ard this type of educational

program. The results are tabulated and summarized

in a report included in the Appendix.
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The gr

one because

proc,s.ss aI ab to education

the increusad potentialities

hhildren for optimal human development. This

seems

certal.

0
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less true for bilingual eduratiol than for any of 't7.

the child who arrives nt school to find an alien culturg hhd

1 nguage is in even greater need of the positive developmental

and psychologic al environment

the child fr m the d

vidz:d by this approach t!idfl

minant culture.

To tench the child in his dominant languae is by

perhaps only a verv minimal contribut' n to his full develop-

ment as effective human being. The broader socialization

skills which he is able to acquire within the educational

framework of a group process approach, skills such as indepen-

donee curiosi y, task persistence, decision making, planning,

helping and respecting others, may be of equal ter sign

[icance to his ultimate happiness and human effectivene s. It

is these assumptions which have motivated this educational

experiment.

The expe iment can certainly be regarded as at least

partially successful in its efforts to create classroom environ-

ments and appropriate activities to facilitate small group

interaction. Success was particularly o tstandiug in situations

with strong administrative support. An innovative educational

program which does aot have such support cnn probably never

achieve it objectives more than minimally. Identifi ation

a d examination of factors important for the successful

implementation of the group process approach in eiementary

classrooms has been an extremely important component of the
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work carried out by the project staff during this year.

Significant progress has been made in co_pleting a teacher's

manual incorporating and illust ating these findings. Further

work would be necessary however, to produce a functional f nished

product. A one page summary describing the target population

and the objectives of this manual is included in the Appendix.

The design of the classroom psychological atmosphere and

physical environment to reproduce the conditions of natural

language acquisition was a major goal of this project. The

attainment of this objective was cer.ainly not totally successful.

:e er, the identification and elucidation of variables signi-

ficant to thi, process has been attempted and the conclusions

resulting from this attempt will be discussed.

Heterogeneous grouping Is probably the single most critical

variable. The child's class and school placement must be based

on assuring heterogeneity of several important characteristics,

including, especially, ethnicity, socioeconomic background,

dominant language and academic achievement. If children are to

learn a second language from one another naturally in the context

of their interactions on the playground and in the small group

settings in the clas oom there must be children in all of the

groups who already have fairly well developed language skills

in either Spanish or English when they arrive at school. Children

may then serve as language models for one another. Ideally half

of the children in each class and in the school as a whole

should be of Mexican- merican background and speak Spanish as

their dominant native language. The other half should be

English speaking and from a middle-class socioeconomic background.

The socioeconomic class requirement is based on the abundant
r11,



research findings llernstein, 1960 and 1961; Irvin 1948;

Nilner, 1951; and Templin, 1957) which provide clear eviden,c

al Lilo languar, deficiencies of childr n from lm r socio-

economic class b ckgrounds. lf Spanish speaking children are

LO acquire rnglish language skills as a CO 1enee ci peer

interactions, It may he absolutely essential tha- Ihese peers

be from middle socioeconomi.: cl ss backgrounds and thus pro-

.time.bly with highlN developed Engl skills.

degree of heter geneity in school populati ns will normal]

not occur in urlian schools without bussing between neighborhoods.

Complete school desegration both et:Inio lly and socioeconomi-

cally is, therefore, considered vit 1 if such a program is to

be totally successful. A significant alissing link in this

project was a truly heterogene us seho 1 population.

Another very important factor, and one which has been

mentioned earlier, is the support of the school administration.

The group process approach requires many changes in the teacher's

role, in the physical organization and activities in the classroom,

and in the childr.an's behavior. An administrator who does not

envision the potentialities and advantgages of this approach is

seldom willing to tolerate and even less encourage these

innovations. It is surely unwise to finance any educational

program which not en husiastically supported by the

administration of the school district. Therefore, a detailed

description of any proposed new educational progrim complete

with explanations of any expected changes in staff behavior,

children's behavior, classroom physical euvironment and class-

room activities must be outlined in advance for administrative

personnel. Aga n, this particular program failed to achieve a
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high degree of administrative enthusiasm with the exception

of one site, and it was at this site that the program was

probably most successful.

A committment on the part of project staff members,

teachers, and adminis-=ratora to the value of bilingual, bi-

cultural education is c- tainly vital to ensure the success

such programs. However, committrnerit alone is not enough. There

must be Spanish speaking adults in the classrooms, and if

bilingual teachers are not available the use of paraprofessional

teacher's aides indigeneous to the local community is recommended

as an alternative solution, at least on a temporary basis. On

this project, however, not one classroom teacher was bilingual

and the six teacher aides were bilingual in varying degrees.

The Spanish of two of the teacher aides was far from fluent and

only two sp ke relatively fluent Spanish. This situation was

not a highly favorable one for the development of a successful

bilingual, bicultural program. Good language models (both

adults and children) are considered extremely important to this

approach to bilingual education.

Absolutely essential to this educational model is the day-

to-day demonstration in ':he school of the importance and value

placed upon the Spanish language and Jle Mexican-American culture.

There must be no difference In the extent to which the environ-

ment encour_ges and reinforces Spanish as compared to English.

Even extremely subtle distin tions could have strong influences

on children's parceptions of the desirability and status of the

Spanish language and the Mexican culture. This point cannot

be emphasized too strongly. Some of the very specific techniques

by which this equality of importance of both languages and



cul ures can be mainLai ed have been defined duri thy courr;c

Litis project techniques , trc closer]. in d

hod of Language i`cquisition Checklist" which is included

the Apre -ix of this report.

A group process approach in which children engage

group ìc rivities for major pact of the school day is also

esent al in order to maximize the opportunities for spoiking

and hearing language. Psychbl gic commuricaticn processes

and i ter ersonal relationships are strengthened in the physical

intimacy of small group situations. The similarity between the

small group interactions and family interactionE ,ay be s gni-

ficant in simulating the condit ons under which a child acquires

his native language

The small group pattern can also provide a "developmental

milieu' which promotes, through Its emphasis on child leaders

and indepande t activities, the child's sense of autonomy.

Erikson (1950) has described the central developmental task of

early childhood as the development of this sense of autonomy.

The school can support and encourage autonomy by providing

environments (most desirably stall independent groups) which

allow children to make choices and to assume the responsibility

for the consequences of their choices. The development of

autonomy and mastery behavior is certainly as significant for

a bilingual, bicultural program as for any other. The child

without these behaviors will not be able to use his language

(either Spanish or English) to effectively control his own

environment and his responses to that environment4

A final factor important insofar as the psychological

atmosphere of the classroom is eohcerned is that of positive
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chniques. A child who is exposed

puni hment in the classroom will not be able to learn

effectively because of the adverse emotional responses which are

triggered by such treatment. Punishment, whether it is physical,

or the more frequ ntly used shame and ridicule, iS inimical

to learning as it interferes with an(' often blocks completely

such behaviors as concentation, attention and interest. Provision

of a positive, rewarding classroom atmosphere in which all

children experience many successes each day is vital to all

educational approaches and it cannot be too strongly recommended

that all bilingual, bicultural programs place a major emphasis

on this program aspect.

An attempt has been made to summarize the discoveries which

ed during a one year pr ject devoted to an exploration of

a group process approach to bilingual education. The accomplish-

ments of this project can best be described in terms of an

improved understanding and clarification of variables which

may be important for the successful implementation of a bilingual,

bicultural program based on the group process approach. Further

investiga ion of the environmental and social variables which

are significant to the facilitation of natural language acquisition

in an educational setting should certainly be worthwhile to the

proponents of bilingual education.
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A The Dis rev ery Aproa chto Mat liepia tics by Adela Artol

Stewc-t, Virginia Arancla and Tana Smith. EdiLeJ by lois Vil - n

teacher's manual resulting trom n proj, t workshop. It

Lo r

doscriles materials an- independent activities for small gron.:, flnd

individualized math instruction in which the child discovers

flInd mental mathematical relation- ips in his immediate environment.

13- Mini-elases de espanol: Small coup oc ss Approach

ani h iistruction in the Ele- -tary School. by Adela

Artola Stewart.

A teachers manual including basic activities (games poems,

sc-gs, riddles and s ories) 'to be carried out for 15 or 20 minute

periods and using vocabulary related to the child's classroom and

home envircnment and build n- on to basic kernel sentences The

manual describes teacher and child group leader activities and

it-1cl des the narra-tion of one video tape lesson and six cassette

less ns.

Crea

-a tiv- Anal sis of Saihand if ish S unds WI

uncia ion D_ifficulties by Adela Artola Stewart.

teacher's manual which describ-s procedures for correcting

predictable phonological problems. The manual includes poems,

games and other activities for reinforcing appropriate linguistic

production.



D. Teaehin_s_ Basic Concepts Left, .Pair Center, lqediqm-

Written and Produced by Adela Artola Stewart, Audio-Visual

Specialist - Ben Gomez Jacobs, Art work and main character - Diann

Lerma Bracker.

A video-tape developed for the purpo e of teaching four

basic concepts (frequently misunderstood by the target popalaiion)

moving from concrete to abstract representation.

Sound tracks in both Spanish and English are available. The

Capes were field tested and an evaluation instruLlent developed to

assess effectiveness, (This tape is on file at the Arizona

Center for Early Childhood Education, College of Education,

University of Arizona.)

E. Behavior Observation S hedules

This booklet contains copies of all the behavioral observation

schedules used during this project. Instructions for using the

schedules, which measured teacher, teacher-aide, and child

behaviors and class oom environmental variables, are also included.

F. .CaseS_ ndies by Jean Baker, Ja-es Martin and Barbara

Walters.

Descriptions of a selected group of classroom intervention

studies.

G. aglected Scie ze Activit_ies for Small Grou s b- Barbara

Walters, Virginia Aranda, Tana Smith and Cecilia G nzales.

Detailed descriptions of science activities and experiments

suitable for small groups both teacher and child led.



II. PARTIALLY 70 PLETEp PRODUCTS

A. Ornsly Pari_pASi_pn a_nd_Leade Manual by_rship Trainil,

Jec- Fin cr, Tana Smith, Barbara Walters and Ralph etzel.

A teachers' ma ual for training children in sm 11 group

p4-cticipati-1 nnd le dership skills. Video t pes to accompany the

manual could be devel ped with caref_l editing.

B. A Small Group l'rocess Approach to_Bilinunl Bicullural

Educati

A teacher's manual designed to describe an innovative

educational model for bilingual education and to provide teachers

with the knowledge and skills needed to implement this model,

C. Grou Process Technial by Jean Baker.

A nurratco slida presentation lying audio and des-

crIbtion of specific techniques for designing a learning environ-

ment to simulate the conditions of natural 1anguai6e len-ning

a classroom setting.

D. Behavior M_anage-ent in Sma Groups by Jean Baker,

Pamela Hoecker and Ralph Wetzel.

A narrated video tape demonstrating the use of b-havior

management in small -gioup setCings with an emphasis on the creation of

f positive learning environments for children.
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Summary Participant Training Evaluations

Total Project Workshops
Site Coordinator Workshops
Aide Workshops ... . .

£ 7F

Checklist fov Bilingual, Bicultural Program Classrooms.

3

4

5-6

Reactions of Teachers and Aides After Using Leadership and
Group Participation Training Manual .... . .. . 7-8
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Classroom 2

Spanish Usage Sch dule Graphs

Classroom 1
Classroom 2 . . .

Language Sample Report Changes in Language Production
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11
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13
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Classroom 1 15

Classroom 2 16

Selected Language Samples of Children with Mexican-A:erican
Surnames 17-18

Analysis of Variance

Peabody Voc bulary lust 19

Artola-Stewart Spanish-English Vocabulary Test - Mean Scores 20

Analysis of Variance

Artola-Ste art Spanish-English Vocabulary Test

English Component . . . .. . 21

Spanish Component 22

Parent Questionnaire .. ... . .
23

Description of Teacher's Manual .
24

Natural Method of Language Acquisition . 25-27



SUMMARY OF ALL TRAINING EVALUATIONS

Objectives of the t

participants, teachers,
training activity in ter
were compiled from the s

ing activities and show
in meeting some of the o
order shows Chi's effect.
all participants for all

raining program
aides, and site
ms of these obj
eparaCe evaluat
that the traini
bjectives than
These figures

workshops.

are listed below. Training
coordinators evaluated each
ectives. These summary data
ions of the individual train-
ng was judged more effective
of others. The descending
represent the mean scores of

VERY SOMEWHAT
ELPFUL HELPFUL

NOT
HELPFUL

NO
RES P ON 'E

1. To teach and reinforce such
behaviors as cooperation, leader-
ship, task persistence, informa-
tion seeking and group partici-
pation,

2. To organize the classroom so
ithat children help teach one
another and learn from one another.

i3. To positively reinforce child-
Iren for appropriate social, language
and academic behaviors.

62 30 4

61 34 3 2

4. To act as a model to children
for appropriate language in
Spanish and/or English.

61 30 2 7

5. To organize materials into
learning centers for small groups.

6. To organize the physical en-
vironment of the classroom to per-
mit educating children in small
heterogeneous groups.

7. To organize the classroom so
that children will sometimes be
permitted to choose their own
activities.

6

10

43

8. To develop methods for placing
children in small groups on the
basis of specific instructional
aims, and the past performance
of the child.

TOTAL MEANS:

9. How would you
rate the entire
training activit-

OUTS.T_ANT)ING;

27

36

94

EXCELLENT

34

NO RESPONSE

1
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SUMMARY
PARTICIPANT TRAINING EVALUATION

TOTAL PROJECT WORKSHOPS

OVERALL EVALUATIONS

OUTSTANDING EX ELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR NO RESPONSE

Orientation Workshop
(No Evaluation)

- _

Classroom Visitation 17% 8% 67% 8% 0% 0%

Developing Materials
For Learning Centers 227 507 147 07 07 147

Demonstration -
Learning Centers in
the Classroom

20% 27% 47% 6% 0% 0%

Behavior Management
Workshop 29% 14% 43% 14% 0% 0%

Contrastive Analysis-
Spanish-English
Sounds

45% 33% 6% 0% 0% 16%

VALU _IN MEETING PROJE_T OBJECTIVES

VERY
HELPFUL

SOMEWHAT
HELPFUL

NOT
HELPFUL

NO
RESPONSE

Orientation Workshop
(No Evaluations _ - - -

Classroom Visitations 32% 60% 7% 1%

Developing Materials
for Learning Centers 657 307 3% 27

Demonstration -
Learning Centers in
the Classroom

53% 41% 3% 3%

Behavior Management
Workshop 48% 28% 17% 7%

Contrastive Analysis
"Spanish and English
Sounds

55% 26% 4% 15%

2



_SUMMARY_
PARTICIPANT TRAINING EVALULEIONS

SITE COORDINATOR_WORKSHOPS

OVERALL EVALUATION

IUTSTANDING EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR NO RESPONS

Behavior Management
in the Classroom 29% 43% 21% 7% 0% 0%

Skilf Classroom
Demonstration 29% 14% 43% 14% 0% OX

VALUE IN MEETING PROJE T OBJECTIVES

VERY
HELPFUL

SOMEHAT
H_ELPFUE

NOT
HELPFUL

NO
RESP SF

_,-

Small Group Instruction
and Professional
Response (No Evaluation)

_ ..... _

Behavior Management
orkshop 31% 28% 25% 16%

Skiff Classroom
Demonstratio:i 50% 48% 18% 0%

Language Development
(No Evaluation)

Discussion Leading
(No Evaluation)
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SUMMARY
PARTICIPANT TRAINING EVALUATIONS

AIDE WORKSHOPS

OVERALL EVALUATIONS

UT TANDING EXCELLENT GOOD 1 FAIR POOR NO RESPONSE

Spanish Games
and Songs 16.5% 66.0% 16.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

ath 36.0% 36.0% 28.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Learning Kits 0.0% 22.0% 67.07 11.0% 0.0% 0.0%

cience 12.5% 62.5% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

VALUE IN MEETING PROJECT OBJE TIVES

VERY
HELPFUL

SOMEWHAT
HELPFUL

NOT
HELPFUL

NO
AESPONSE_

Spanish Games
and Songs 79% 19% 0% 2%

Math 58% 27% 5% 10%

Learning Kits 49% 39% 4% 8%

Science 66% 23% 11% 0%
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CHECKLIST FOR BILIN UAL, BP' LTURAL PROGRAM CLASSROOMS

SITE COORDINATOR: SCHOOL:

5

TEACHER: DATE:

The following list describes the objectives of the bilingual,
bicultur41program. This checklist provides teachers with a
technique for evaluating their progress toward these goals. It is

suggested that this checklist be used for self-evaluation on a
once a month basis. The site coordinator should go-over this list
with the teacher and they sholld discuss it together. Areas oF
strengths and weaknesses (in terms of project objectives) can
be identified and used to plan for appropriate training where it
is necessary.

Each specific project objective is listL,1 below. After each
objective are listed percentage figures. Thinl:. of 100% as repre-
senting consistent attainment of the objective and 0% as total
failure to reach the objective. The other percentages represent
varying degrees of partial attainment of the objective. Circle
the number which best describes your own degree of success in at-
taining the objectives. If you do not agree that a given objective
is desirable from your own standpoint, please place a large X to

the left of the number of that objective.

1. Children work in small groups. (no more than 5 or 6 members).

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

2. The small instructional groups are heterog.eneous (Mixed with
respect to ethrLic background, sex, langudge competence, aca-
demic level).

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

Specific instructional objectives are established for small
group activities. (These objectives should be known by the
children as well as by the teacher.)

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

4. Instrurtio s to tle small groups are presented in writing.

100%
o

75% 50% 25% 0%



Child roup leaderS are used.

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

6 The teacher aide acts in an instructional relL-1.

75% 50% 25% 0%

7. Children spend some of their time each day in free choice
actiVi:ies. (Please indicate the approximate percentage of

time each day during which e.hildrell are allowed to choose
their OWn activitic6.)

100% 75% 50% 25%

8. The teacher is able to identify skill levels of individual
children. (This must necessarily involve keeping individual
records of progress for each child).

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

Y. The child keeps some records of his own progress or if not,
the teacher discusses her progress records with the child.

100 75% 507, 25% 0%

10. The teoclier asks for, encourages and reinforces peer teaching.

100% 75% 50% 25% 07.

11. The teacher encouragas and reinforces children's oral language.

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

12. The teacher identifies and teaches socialization skills (for
example, cooperation, leadership, group participation, information
seeking, task persistence),

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

13. The teacher encourages and reinforces the children's use of
Spanish in the classroom.

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

14. The teacher is able to plan and carry out multicultural
activities tor the classroom.

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%

15. The teacher understands and uses positive reinforcement
techniques in the classroom.

100% 75% 50% 25% 0%
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EACT1ON OF TEAChERS AND AIDES
AFTER USING

4IP AND GROCP PARTICIPATION TRAINING MANUAL

The training started around the end rch and was

completed in April. Ar the end or the school year the aides

and teachers sat down ,,ith the site coordinator and Dr. Marian

Martin acCing as a disons.ion leader and talked about their

reactions to using this typo oi training in their classrooms.

The following statements are quotations from this discussion:

1. Children enjoyed knowing what was expected of them in the
(T)

2. After the lessons ever body wanted to be a leader. Before
the lessons only a few did. (T)

3. The children didn't seem to need my help as much. They
could do things by themselves. \)

4 The children became very responsible about their duties
following the training. (T)

5. Children praised each others work more. They were nicer
to each other. They were also more polite to each other. (A)

6. This training helped the groups work a lot better. (A)

7 The training should have started at the beginning of the
year. I plan to start out next year with this traio (T)

8. The children are so anxious each day to start working in
groups. They hate having a substitute teacher because the
substitutes usually won't allow small groups. (T)

9. Reading the instructions aloud has worked very well.
The children no longer ask "What are we supposed to do?"(T)

10. The children have learned to ignore had behavior. (A)

11. Children now explain the pro ram to new children. New
children are integrated more easily, (T)

12. Children know how to help each other now. (A)

13. Skills seem to have generalized to the playground. The
children in these rooms are much better at organizing their
own= games than are children from other classrooms. (Site
Coordinator)



14. The children are highly motivated. They want to start
working the minute they come in the room. (T

15. Evaluating the lesson is the most ditficult skill. 1 t

seems to take too long. Perhaps it should nut be d le

after every g pup activity but only on occasion. (T)

16. They don't have any trouble when instructions are wvitten
in Spanish. (T)

1 7 . On Ching that made training effective was that every
child got the chance to practice all the behaviors
during the training period. (T)

18. They've matured a lot.
hehaviors. (T)

They're managing their

19. Both teachers reported that '.:hey became bored at going
through each lesson five times. However, they both said
that we should be sure to say in the manual, "The results
are worth it though.".

20. The children feel good about themselves. (A)
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ESTION ASKING SUM ARY SHEET

NUMBER _OF QUESTIONS_ASRED PER CHILp PER HOUR
(YEARLY_MEANS)

LA SROOM

Questions
a Child

Small
u

ADULT PRESENT

Total
Questions

Small
Grou

Large
ou

ADULT NOT PRESENT

to

Large
ou

Questions
an Adult

Small
Grou .

to

Large
Grous

Questions
a Child

Small
Grou

to

Large
Grou

1-1 1.2 3.6 12.6 3.0 13.8 6.6 6.8 _

1-.2 4.8 1.2 4.8 3.6 9.6 4.8 10.2 _

2-1 1.8 1.4 4.2 1.6 6.0 3.0 4,1 6.6

2-2 4.6 2.0 7 6 2.7 12.2 4.7 3.2 -

3-1 1.5 0.6 2.4 0.8 3.9 1.4 1.8 -

3 2 2.9 0.7 7.6 5.2 10.5 5.9 12.4 1.9

TOTAL
PROJECT
MEANS

2.8 1.6 6.5 2.8 9.3 4.4 6.4 4.3

HOURS oBsE_Ry.Ep

C ASSROOM ADULT PRE ENT ADULT NOT PRESENT

Small
Grous

Large
Crou

Small
Group

Large
Crou

1-1 4.2 1.8 2.7 0.0

1-2 1.0 0.9 4.2 0.0

2-1 2.0 2 8 1.8 0.1

2-2 1.9 2.8 3.4 0.0

1 3.7 8.5 7.2 0.0

3-2 4.9 13.1 2.7 0.1

TOTAL 17.7 29.9 22.0 0.2

on
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MEAN NUMBER OF QUESTIONS 
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LANGU GE SAMPLE REPORT

CHANGES IN LANGUAGE PRODUcTION

ASSROOM 1

NU BER OF WORDS USED

15

'H1LD

TO DESCRIBE

OCTOBER

PICTURES

APRIL -HANGE

12 28 + 16

2 24 33

3 15 61 + 46

4 10 21 + 11

5 17 70 53

6 16 27 + 11

7 4 16 + 12

8 26 19 -

9 16 45 + 29

10 17 23 + 6

11 27 14 - 13
12 17 25 + 8

13 0 16 + 16

14 13 33 + 20

15 6 21 + 15

16 11 14 + 3

TOTALS 231 466 +235

MEANS 14.44 29.13 +14.06

5



LANGUAGE SAMPLE REPORT

CHANGES IN LANGUAGE PRODUCTION

ASSROOM

16

CHILD

NUM FR OF l,:ORDS USED
TO DESCRIBE PICTURES

OCTOBER APRIL_ CI GE

1 22 58 4- 36

2 23 60 37

10 38 + 28

4 17 98 + 11

5 39 75 + 36

6 9 48 + 3)

9 32 + 23

8 23 15 8

9 24 141 +117

10 47 41 6

11 19 36 + 17

12 28 44 + 16

13 33 65 + 32

14, 17 24 + 7

15 35 134 99

16 35 54 19

17 16 64 + 48

18 20 65 + 45

TOTALS 426 1022 +596

MEANS 23.67 56.78 +33.11
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SELECTED LANGUAGE SAMPLES
OF

CHILDREN WITH MEXICAN-AMERICAN SURNAMES

1. OC.TOBER

"The little girl is eating ice cream with the monkey.
And the little girl bought ice cream for the monkey and
her. That's all."

APRIL

"The girl bought an ice c eam for her and her friend.
The monkey is eating ice cream with his friend. The girl
has long hair. The monkey has black hair. He gots small
ears. He is eating his ice cream. His mouth is full of
ice cream. He is holding his ice cream. He looks like a
man. He has feet like a man. He has hands like his feet.
He has little eyes. The girl is holding the ice cream like
him. She doesn't have feet like him. She doesn't have
hands like him. He has longer fingers. He has longer feet.
He swings around in the zoo. The girl doesn't swing around
like him. The ice cream is melting. He lives in the zoo
and in the jungle too. Rut he doesn't take a hsth in the
shower."

II. 0.CIOBER

"The monkey and the girl's eating ice cream. The mon-
key and the girl's smiling together. The monkey has big
ears. The monkey has ice cream on his mouth. The girl is
whispering in his ear.

APRIL

"One day a little gill met a little monkey. He smiled
and the little girl had some money. She had 20 cents. She
bought two ice cream cones. They went to the beach for a
little while. She had $3.00. After she sat on the beach she
and the monkey went for rides on the roller coaster and the
in the spooky warehouse. In the warehouse there was a little
mouse squeeking. After they came out, they went on a ferris
wheel. The monkey got scared and cried. When they got off,
they went on the marry-go-round. The monkey held on and did
flips. The girl tried it but fell off and hurt herself.
The monkey got off and helped her. Her leg was broken. They
took her to the hospital to fix her feet."

OCTOBER

"They're both having ice cream. The girl likes him.
She wants him for a pet. He gots a crumby face. They're

Ui



sitting down in the sand. He gots big ears.
crumhy. He gots hands like feet."

APRIL

His

18

nre

"The monkey is eating ice cream with the girl. And the
girl is sharing her ice cream with the monkey. They are
happy because they are friends. She is touching the sand.
The monkey has ice cream on his mouth. The monkey has some
hair and the girl has hair too. The girl is touching the
monkey's head. The monkey is closing his eyes. The g rl
got happy to share her ice cream with him.h

TV. OCTO ER

"The monkey s always eating a banana and doing tricks
and funny things. That looks like a scorpion."

APRIL

"The monkey gots a funny face. He always monks around.
A scorpion is in front of him. He gots foots like a hand.
He holds the ice cream for you. He looks like an old man.
He gots a flat nose. There's a little girl beside him. They
are playing together. He gots a lot of hair. He gots his
eyes like an old man. He's eating the ice cream.



ANALYST OF VARIANCE
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PEABODY VOCABULARY TEST

SOURCE

Treatment (A)

Sex (B)

A X B

Between error

Trials (C

A X C

B X C

AXBXC
Within error

MS

232.418

539.708

20.005

241.185

40.220

12.808

138.809

268.093

72.302

.96

2.24

4.23

19.92***

.18

1.92

3.71

001
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ARTOLA-STEWART SPANISH-ENGL1SH VOCABULARY TEST

MEAN_SCORE5

ENGLISH COMPONENT

FALL SPRING

P o am G cup

M xican-American Males 55.95 56.93
Mexican-American Females 50.12 54.42

Non-M xican-American Males 57.05 57.81
Non-M xican-American Females 55.14 57.07

Control Grov-_____________

Mexican-American Males 55.56 56.61
Mexican-American Females 52.77 55.46

Non-Mexican-American Males 56.80 57.60
Non-Mexican-American Females 56.08 57.67

SPANISH CO PONENT

FALL SPRING

LERaLam_g_taan

Mexican-American Males 12.69 15.83
Mexican-American Females 12.09 16.24

Control Group

Mexican-American Males 11.11 12.56
Mexican-American Fettiales 12.54 14.46

0



'ALYS RTANCE

ARTOLA-ST WART SPANISH-ENGLISH VOC B LARY TEST

ENGLISH COMPONENT

SOURCE df MS

21

Treatment (A) 1 18.090 .014

Ethnicity (B) 333.889 .257

Sex (C) 1 267.228 .206

A X B 1 3.951 .003

A X C 1 45.078 .035

B X C 1 88.927 .068

AXBXC 1 6.390 .005

Between er or 169 1299.210

Trials (D) 1 219.340 12.091***

A X D 1 3.729 .206

B X D 1 17.240 .950

C X D 52.727 2.907

AXBXD 1 1.653 .091

AXCXD 742 .261

BXCXD 10.018 .552

AXBXCXD 1.884 .104

Within error 168 18.141

***p <.001

101
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

ARTOLA-STE ART SPANISH-ENGLISH VOCABU ARY TEST

SPANTS_H_COMPONENT

SOURCE df MS F

Treatment (A) 1 102.690 .25

Sex (B) I 26.468 .06

A X B I 33.274 .08

Between error 102 413.203

Trials (C) I 304.612 16.61 --*

A X C 1 41.321 2.25

B X C 1 5.927 .32

AXBXC I .753 .04

Within error 102 18.337

***p (.001
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PARENT PESTIONNAIRE

The questionnaire was individually administered bY
bilingual graduate student in social work to 45 Mexican-Arierican
families, 19 Anglo families and 11 black families. These
families all had children in the project classrooms and repre-
sented all three schools. The questions are listed below and the
results summarized.

UESTION YES NO
NO
RESPONSE

. Would you like both Spanish and
English to be taught in the class-
room?

._

1 1

2. Do you want your child to speak
Spanish and English in the classroom? 98 1

. Would you like your child to be
taught to read in both Spanish and
English?

93 1 6

4. Who speaks Spanish at home?
Father 59 36

Mother 62 37 1

Other Children 41 55

5. If any part of number 4 is answered
yes, ask the parent which language,
Spanish or English, is spoken more
frequently in the home.

EnglisT, 56%

Spanish 24%

Half and Half 20%

. Do you want your child to learn about
customs and history of Mexicans in
the Southwest?

98 1 1

Do you want your child to learn
about customs and history of
Negroes in the United States?

98

8. Does your child like school this
year?

9



DESCRIPTI N OF TEACHER'S MANUAL

A SMALL GROUP PROCESS APPROACH TO
BILINGUAL, BICULTURAL EDUCATION

I2LASifI_ERIDILAXIALL

I. Teachers in bilingual projects.

IT. Administrators of bilingual projects.

OBJECTIVES4_

I. To describe an innovative educational model for bilingual

education.

To motivate the target populatic,n to try out this model.

III. To provide a manual that will give teachers the knowledge

and skills to implement this model in the classroom.

A. To enable the target population to understand the
natural language acquisition model of bilingual
education and its relationship to the group process
approach.

B. IRaIl_111±R/IDAlan about the advantages of the
group process approach.

To introduce teachers to information about skills
children need to participate optimally in small
groups.

D. To provide the teacher with the knowledge and skills
to design an appropriate room environment to
facilitate small group instruction. This will include
the organization of materials and furniture into
Learning Centers.

E. To acquaint teachers with alternative techniques for
grouping procedures.

To acquaint teachers with appropriate activities for
small groups.

To acquaint teachers with a new role model.

(I) Facilitator of learning rather than imparter of
information.

(2) Allow child en to learn from each other.

J. 0
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THE N TURAL_ IETH LANGUAGE

Group Proc_eas Approach
To Bilin ual Education

This checkli. st was devised for the purpose of measuring
the extent to which classroom environments and observable
teacher and child behaviors reflect a particular approach to
bilingual education. This approach is best described as the
"Natural Method of Language AcquisitTion". This method is
based on the viewpoint that children learn a language by
hearing it spoken ("modeled") in the context of their daily
activities, by being encouraged to use the language them-
selves and by being positively reinforced for such use.

Environmental settings and teacher behaviors which
simulate the conditions of natural language acquisition
can be defined and then measured. 'Phis checklist has been
developed for these purposes. A teacher can use this checklist
as a guide to evaluating her own progress in establishing
the optimal environment for children to learn both Spanish
and English by the Natural Me'Jjod.

Small group instruction is emphasized because it is
believed to facilitate language development by permitting
Increased peer interaction and language practice. The
group process approach is an essential element of bilingual
education based on the "Natural Method" of language
acquisition.

CHECKLIST
Date:

YES _0 CO ENTS

1. Are objects and furniture in the
room labeled in both Spanish and
English?

2. Do children work in small groups
most of the day? (This gives child-
ren more opportunities to interact
verbally and practice language
skills.)

3. Are the small groups heterogenous
with regard to children's dominant
language, verbal facility and
ethnic background? (This facilitates
peer teaching.)

4. Are there child leaders jor the small
groups? (This teaches self-manage-
ment and leadership skills and also
facilitates language practice.)



CHECKLIST -ont'd)
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Page 2

YE NO COM14ENTS

-num=

5. Have children received training
in group participation and
leadership skills? (This ensures
that children will benefit maximally
from the group process approach.)

6. Are there many books and other
instructional materials written
in both Spanish and English
available in the classroom?

. Are instructions to the children
written in both Spanish and English?

8. Are both Spanish and English
calendars displayed in the classroom.

9. Are Spactish games and songs taught
to the children?

10. Does the teacher greet the children
in both Spanish and English?

11. Is Spanish, as well as English, used,
informally by the teacher (or a
bilingual teacher aide if teacher
does not speak Spanish) during the
regular routines and activities of
the day?

12. Do the teacher and aide reinforce
(give verbal approval to) children's
oral language (Spanish as well as
English)?

13. Are books and stories frequently
read aloud to the children in both
Spanish and English?

14. Are children encouraged to teach
their dominant language to the other
children in the classroom?

15. Are activities planned for holidays
representative of both the Mexican
and the Anglo culture?

16. Do children write their own stories '

in both Spanish and English and are
both displayed in the classroom?

17. Is communication with the home in
both Spanish and English?

18. Are report cards written in both
Spanish and English?
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C. E C. IK t S t

YES I CONlIENTf,
!_-

1!).
__ --

Are visitors to the classroom
..,reetiti in both span ish and Ene-li:'

,

;

20 . Are chi Idre n encouraged to verbal l y
Label ob j ects in the env i ronment
and to describe the i r own act? ons
in both languag ,.2s !

,

I

I

;

1-

21. Are materials and a dt ivil i es pre-
sented whi rch el i ;it a lot of larli-t,11-
age f roe! the chi I dren !

t
,) ,__ . Are r-cc!: i es , i '!!e,! 1-npes showd in

both .lp,in Lsh ,ind Engl i sh and Ore
they used for 1 anguage development
purposes?

23. Do the chi Ldren use both languages
with the same frequency?

24 . Do the children seem interested
in acquiring a second language?

25. During free choice periods, do
children choose Spanish language
activities as frequently as they
choose English language activities?

l
l

,

26. Is oral and written language (both
Spanish and English) encouraged
and re inf or ced dur ing all c la ss-
room activi ties?

107


